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BANKER WALSH

sence of Attorney.

HIS

President, Speaker, Hamilton and Ail Organization
Leaders Say House Will Stand Pat, but Oppo-

Chicago. March lo. The prellmtn-iir- y
hearing of John A. Walsh, former
president of the Chicago National
bank, who was arrested' ceveraJ days
ago on the charge of violating the
federal banking laws, was get for this
, morning hefore United States Commissioner Foote, but owing to the absence of Walsh's attorney It was
continued until March 19.
A lively fight between the friends
of Walsh and a number of newspaper
photographers took place when Walsh
was about to leave the federal building. The photographers
had placed
their machines at the Adams street
entrance to the building, and when
Walsh came out one snapped him. In
an Instant the friends of Walsh made
a rush for him and the machine went
into tho air and the photographer to
tho sidewalk. He Jumped up and
struck one of tils assailants in the
mouth, knocking him down, and cutting his own hand badly on the teeth
of his victim. A general mix-uall the photographers taking
the side of their fellow worker against
he friends of the banker, and for two
or three mlnu;es at least, a score
fought up and down the steps. The
arrival of the police stopped the fight.
Only ono photograph
of alsh was
taken, but the chances are that the
camera, that to:k it will never be
used again.

OF HUMAN LIFE

QUITE SERIOUS

ANOTHER PREACHER GOES
WRONG AND IS IMPRISONED.
Asheville, N. C, March 10. Rev. V.
H. Jones, a Baptist minister, and a
former pastor for seven "churches in
Henderson county, was convicted at
Hendorsonvllle yesterday of criminal
relations with Mrs. Ingellne Cagle, and
was sentenced to imprisonment
for
one year. Tho woman was.
,flud-$10and costs.-

STILL BELlEVi: REBATE
WILL NOT

BE DECIDED BY COURTS THINK
COMPROMISE WILL BE EFFECTED IN NEAR FUTURE.

Speaking i.f the proposed settlement of the famous Caledonian
case a prominent attorney of lhe
city, who Is closely identified with
tue plaintiff's side of the case, stated
that so far as the Caledonian people
were concerned, ihev were reailv for
trial and would push the case in the
e

cotu-mltt,-

IN ELECTRICAL USE
domestic use of current is taxing the
York, March 10. Forty-twNew
million dollars represents tho advanc? lacintl.'s cf manuiactuivrs and central stations.
The lowered cost of
made by the electrical industry last gas does not appear
to effect electrical
year. Figures just completed by New tavance in any direction
where they
York experts prove that the grea'est come into competition.
The greater
gain cvr made came in 1905. In the safety, convenience and heal: hf illness
previous year the gain was only ten of incandescent and arc lighting are
per cent. Last year an Increase of giving it a ftopularity that gas no
$175,500,1X10
$217,000,000 longer rivals.
from
to
shows that the Industry took a jump
The "miscellaneous'' output of electrical appliances Includes househota
of twenty per cent.
The motor ou'put Increased $7,000,-oo- devices that are now coming Into genTelephone apparatus ual use for the first time. Everyin value.
million. thing, from a culling iron in the
beat this record by half
Wire ami cable manufacturers gained Iwudolr to a waihboller In the upto-dat$5,000,000. A still larger increase is
laundry can now be heated by
The electric
shown in "miscellaneous apparatus," electricity.
kitchen,
which totals $25,000,000. The only where a few coils of wire take the
manufacturers who have stood still place of Hit coal or gas stove, will
are the makers of electrical clocks. in a few years be as common as the
In the lighting field the gains have electric car.
Prcphets of the "electrical age" say
been enormous.
Trade authorities say that the in- that the element of cost, where It
dustry will continue its present rate enters at all, can no more check theof progress Indefinitely. In every ii u cini. luft 1. it ill ( ini i
wiaii imu
part of the country the spread of elec- cheapness of stage coaches could pretric lighting, the telephone, and lately vent tho adoption of the steam engine.
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MANITOBA EXPECTING

BARNETT

RACE

RECEIVES

A

FROM WAHLGREN, AT
DENVER, AND ANSWERS AT
ONCE.

Joseph Harnett, Albuquerque, N. M.
Would you match Stranger O
tgalnst Castlewood and Florodora, foi
$5uo u corner, during Overland races?
(Signed)
O. A. WAHLGREN.
The above telegram was received by
Joseph liaruett, owner of the pacer,
Stranger O. today, from G. A. Wahl-gren- ,
secretary of the Overland race
course association at Denver, and was
promptly replied to by Mr. llarneit,
as follows:

Denvr,

Colo.
Stranger O ugalnst

Will match
horses for two races, $500 a corner,
winner to take all, one race to bo run
in Albuquerque and one during Overland races. Wfre me acceptance or
n fusal of these terms-(Signed)
JOSF.HI HARNETT.
"I'm dead willing
match otran-thger O against either of
above nien-- .
M
tinned horses,"
Barnott, "but
1
want Albuquerque in get something
out of it, whether I w ;n or lose, so
wired Wahlgrtn that if lie eoulj ar
rause t w n.ct s, o:,e here and ,one at
Denver, $":,;i a cornet on each racv,
winner take ail.
could get my
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way into the country. Of these. It is
estimated, that perhaps 6o,0oo will
be Americans. In connection with the,
in fl ax from across the border the ofll-of the Immlgratl n department!
ex'iiis.s the fear lat It Is g iing lo be
a (ii.Tu ult matter to provide transportation facilities. During the present
mouth H.Oi'u cars wiil be n quired to
carry the set iers ami their live Hock
aad effects. A little bftr on sevt rat
large excursions will be run fiom the
state of Iowa, tarrying prospective
settlers into Canada. Th. ifturt to
bring across t.ie Atlantic the unoccupied classes 'i (Ir a Britain will be
con' iniied and less t'tiution will be
paid to immigration from continental
Europe. The lirst Instalment of the
Immigrants selected by
I'l.iitio
on the
the Salvation Army is i"'
way. These people w re selected from
about 70.000 applican s and. It is said,
they will constitute a particularly desirable liodv of selU-.T.-Knt-'lis-
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G. A. Wahlgren,
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RUSH OF IMMIGRATION

of these facts, The
informant stated
that he was almost positive that the
case would never be decided by the
Man. Mr. eh 10. MPir
courts, lut tha: a compromise, satis- as Winnipeg.
well as in other. parts of Manitoba'
would be effect- I
factory to both
here is great ac.ivity, in anticipation!
ed before ti e spring term of court of th. great itittux
oi immigrants mull
convened.
lhe large amount ot business expected
this year. The rep rt tf the Manitoba
ARMED GUARDS PREVENT.
department of agriculture, issuetl Just
LYNCHING YOUNG MURDERER. now,
that the season of !."
Pagosa Springs, Colo., March lo.
was lie must prosperous In the hisbeen placed tory ,f the province. The total
guards have
Armed
grain
around the county Jail here to pre- crop was 1 l.j.oiio, mm bushels, of which
vent the lynching or Oral Weir, the over r.o.iMMi.imO were wheat. Already
young man who bas confessed to have over 2,'hi0,0imj acres have been prekilled his aged uncle. Joseph Weir, pared fur the crops next season. The
for the purpose of robbery. Kxeite-me- influx tf Immigration last ytar was
is veiv high, ami it is fe.ut d great and premises
to be even greater
that a Ivnchiiig will take ,lace
this ytar. Many Americans are settling in Manitoba, as well as in Alberta and Saskatchewan, the two
GREAT REJOICINC, IN CITIES OF OKLAHOMA. larger provinces west of Manitoba.
Immigration prospects for Western
Oklahoma. City, Okla., March 10.
There Is great rejoicing her iver the Canada were never better than they
passage of the statehood bill by the are this year. It is believed that withsenate, urul there is unanimous con- in the next few mon lis not far short
t iio,i'iui new seuiers will nnd ttKir;
currence 'ii (!:e amendments.
nt

CHALLENGED

MESSAGE

PRESS

Manila. March 10. Rrliradipr
eral BIIrs made a reconnalsance towards Mt. DaJo durinsr the wwl
vlous to the attack of the American
iorce upon the- Moro stronghold there,
but It had IIO effect nnon tha hruttlln
attitude of the outlaws. An unoffi
cial report says that the families of
the Moroa remained in the village,
located In the center of the crater t
the apex of the mountain, and that tha
women ana cnnaren mingled with the
warriors durlns- thn hnttlo tn anrh n
extent that it was Impossible to
uiscnminate and that all were killed
in thn flerep onslaught. fVinatahiilarv
detachments are now engaged In tho
mountains or northern buzon, rounding up bands of savages and
who are on tiie war path.
HART FIGHTING LASTED
FOR FOUR FULL DAYS.
Monlla. March 10. Assoclatea Pnu
telegrams from Zamboanga say that
me attack on Mt. Dajo commenced on
Monday.
There were four days ot
hard fiehtinir. rinrlnir which It la in
timated that 900 persons were killed
or wounded.
' ERROR TO LET MOROS
FORTIFY THE PLACE.
Manila. March 10 Anierlenna am
now arriving at Znmbnnnn frnm Tnln
The concensus of opinion is that the
whole trouble was due to the fact that
Governor Major Hugh Scott permitted
me outlaws to iortiry themselves
within sight of the city of Jolo. The
military authorities at 7itnhnann
have refused since Thursday to give
any information to the press.

I

ANTHONY'S CONDITION
IS NOT ENCOURAGING.
Rochester, N. Y., March 10. Susan
B. Anthony's condition was not quite
so encouraging this morning.

JOSEPH

REFUSE

n.

Paris, March 10. A terrible catasi
trophe occurred in a coal mine eighteen miles from Uethune. The cxplos.
ion of gas killed many miners, and
three chambers of the mine were Bet
on fire. The number of victims is
not known, hut 1 mm minora a.w
scended into the pit this morning.

1

AT WORK.

MUCH

irTh

1

Washington, D. C, March 10. In
compliance with the joint resolution
of congress, approved March 7th, In
tho matter of the relation ot common
carriers to coal and oil ",vaI the transportation of the same, the Interstate
Commerce Commission has directed
that proceedings of inquiry and Investigation be Instituted at once, and
that such proceedings bo set for
hearing at such time and place, and
that such persons be required to appear and testify, or produce books,
documents and papers, as tho commission may hereafter direct and further that the Inquiry be carried on In
the meantime by such other means
and methods as may be deemed appropriate.

A

March

ALL THE CRtW ARE SAVED
MILITARY

anti-foreig-

INTERSTATE COMMERCE

FOR

LEAD EM DEAD BUT

Scott.

head-hunter- s,

pany to answer questions and produce
stock books and papers in the oil
hearing before Special Commissioner
Anthony. The court also sustained
the motion of the attorney general
setting March 19th as the date for
the next oil hearing, in St. Louis,
at which time the officers of the Republic Oil company will ie placed on
the witness stand.

0

1). c...

Coast.

troops will be entirely out of Manchuria in a few davs. when the conn. QUAKING EARTH KILLS
try will be open to the world.
SOME, INJUHfcS OTHERS.
Lahore. India.
March
in An
alarming earthquake occurred In Bas- NEW FRENCH MINISTRY
muu,
uim oi me imia inoutary hill
IS ALMOST FORMED.
State8 Of tho Piinlnh
rVtnul.lttrnl.ln
H I I . ' ,1
II u
u . .1 . .. . til I ' I
damage
was caused at Rampur. Eight
accepted the task cf forming tho min- istry, and has secured the consent, of; are known to have, been killed and
lnjurod.
M. Hourgeols and
M.
Poincaire to twenty-si- x
taKe portfolios.
He has notified the SHIP IN FOG
STRIKES
president of his acceptance of the
ON ROCK BOUND COAST.
task.
'
London, March 10. A large steamer, name unknown, sank after strikAMERICAN LEGATION
ing the rocks northeast of Ushant,
NOW HOLD FORTRESS. twenty-seve- n
miles
from
Brest,
Teking, March lo. The American France.
of
Indication
legation in this city Is prepared for. trouble wasTheat 3first
o'clock, this morn
any emergency and the reports of ser-- i ing, wncn the signal
man on the mole
ions
riots in various parts heard guns and the sounding
the
of China have no terror for the mem-- steamer's siden in a dense fog. of The
hers of the legation, who live wiihln life boats were Immediately launched.
their fortified enclosure as in a city Subsequent news received was that
by themselves. The last preparations she had been refloated,, but shortly
have been crmpleted and. if It should afterwards sank. The firing of guns
become necessary, tho legation will be indicated that the vesstl carried pasable to stand a long siege. The sengers.
American legation in this city is a
Latr Information
regular fortress and is the first official1 Tho steamer which sank off the
residence owned by the American gov-- French coast has since been Identified
as the British steamer. Nelson, from
eminent in any country.
The buildings were constructed by Fort Talbot, WaleB. and bound for St.
Sydney W. Meeley, assistant supervis- Nrtzatre. France. Her crew of twenty-fiv- e
was saved.
ing Architect of the treasury t:epni- ment, who was sent to China after the'
Boxer troubles, more than three years WANT IIABtAS CORPUS
ago, for the purpose or building a'J
WAS SUCCESS
safe retreat, fcr the members of the .
WRIT FOR ST. JOHN PROGRAM
American ligation. Ho completed his
task recently and returned to the1 Dolse, Iduho, March 10. A petition
United States.
for a writ of habeas corpus to
The musical nnd literary program
The buildings are of brick and Vincent St. John, was filed in liberate
the su- at the Baptist church, last night,
stone and of very solid construction. premo court today. An
application given under the auspices
the BapThe largest building is for the use has already been filed for Moyer, Hay- tist Young People s Union,ofwas a deof die minister.
Surrounding it are wood and I'ettibone.
Mrs.
St. John has cided success in every way.
buildings for tho'stcretaries, tho chan- not yet been
the accomby the grand Kosa Futrelle-Gidoocellery building and a number of Jury, and if heindicted
la not. ho will be dis- panist of the evening, showed great
smaller structures. They are all built charged as soon as the Jury makes
Its skill in her manipulation of the large
closely together and are surrounded report.
manual organs, recently purchased
by a formidable wall of masonry. A
by the Baptist church.
Mr. T. Y.
sh. rt distance back of the wall on one MEETING WILL PROTEST
Maynard nnd Mrs. Martha Brown-Gibside Is the great cily wall, on which
pleasod the largo audience with
AGAINST PROSECUTION.
has been construe;ed uti American
New York, March 10. Notice of a delightful vocul solos, und both refort, equipped with small guns. The meeting to protest against the prossponded to encores. Of the readings.
American legation is now as well pro- ecution of the men alleged to have It would be difficult to say which
any
of the other legations. licen concerned In the assassination was the most enjoyable, as both re-- I
tected as
In a case of emergency the Anuricau of former Governor Steunenborg, of reived generous applause. The read-e- rs
residents of I'cking could find refuge Idaho, were distributed in this city
were the Misses Bearrup, John-- I
in the legation quarters.
today. The call Is not signed. The son. Pearce, Owen, and Mrs. N. J.
The present garrison of the Amer- meeting is called for March 13, at the Strumquist.
The selection given by
jthe latter, "My Old Kentucky Home,"
ican fort is not very strong, but Grand Palace.
was an original production. Mr. Carl
should it become necessary, thei'e are
.1. Tolan uppeared
enough ireops available In Manila
twice on the proCITV
DEMOCRATS
OPPOSE
gram,
once in a violin solo, which was
and two transports are in the harbor
and again. In tho "Chorus of
of Manila, ready to bring a strong
TICKLT encored,
Angt !a," a trio for the organ and viofore of American soldiers to Peking
Perlin, with a whistling obllgato.
in case of trouble.
STALWARTS OF CITY ORGANIZA- haps the most popular feature of the
TION PREFER TO FIGHT IT OUT evening was the whistling of Mr.
BISMARCK'S OLD OPPONENT
Ijoonard Miller. One not seeing tho
DIFD THIS MORNING.
ON PARTY LINES.
whistler, woultl have thought there
Berlin, March 10. Eugene Richter,
was a bird, or a whole flock of them,
a radical leader in the relchstag since
At their meet in j lield last night in near by, pouring forth a volume of
its foundation Bismarck's old oppo- tho ofllee of lr. C. 11. Cams, the melody. At the close
his solos,
nent and a long time editor of the chairman, tho members of the demo- and as lie entered for of
Mr.
the
Freislnnii;e Zeitung, died at 4 c'clock cratic city central committee were Miller was heartily encored. trio,
His
is
this morning.
as a unit for opposing the movement certainly a wonderful accomplishment
started to eliminate party lines from and one by which he could draw a,
STEAMSHIP COMPANY WILL
the approaching city election, and de- very large Income, If ho so desired,
ESTABLISH AN OIL LINE. cided to name a democratic ticket at and would accept the theutrlcal ofNew York, March 10. It is stated primaries to be held at places to be fers that have been made to him. The
on the very bet authority that the announced In the call.
young people realized quite a neat
l ulled S eamship company, which has These primaries will bo held on sum as the result of the entertainjust been Incorporated under the laws March 24. two weeks from today, and ment which will be applied on the
of New Jersey, with a capital of the convention of delegates will be church deficit in the church treasury.
$1,0(10,11110, will establish an oil tank held on
March 2tl, the fjllowlng Monslilj) service In connection witli the day.
election takes place on i WATER FLUSHES
The
'
I ii ion
Oil company of San Francisco. April 2.
Two vessels, the Minnetonka and the
j
The
ticket was
JHJKAN'ES DITCH
Miiincuuska, biiill in Cleveland and
I.ul received little favor on
formerly in the nrvbe on the Great every side. Th democratic city
SEVENTY-FIVWATER
USERS
Lake-- , were brought through the Erie
has a number of good men
COMPLETED
CLEANING
OF
rami! in sections and are to form the under consideration for nomination,
ACEQUIA IN FIVE DAYS.
heglnnii:.! of the company's fleet. The and by a united effort, hope
t even As
now at Newport News, will up, at the approaching election,
evidence that spring has come,
the
be us ( in the trade between Sail majority the republicans have in the water was turned In the
Duranea
Francisco ami the Sandwich islands. 'ity council.
acequla at noou today, and this
is soaking the many hundred
acres of fertile soil that comes under
its drain, preparatory
to spring
planting, and tonight u dance will bo
given at the home of Henry Springer
in
os liiiranes In celebration of tho
event.
Tue Dursnes ditch takes
water
from the river near Hanchos de Albuquerque und its four milts extends
through one of the richest gardening
districts in the valley. Many of the
truckmen furnishing vegetables rtir
has been informed, an alleged "constructon engineer," tho
The Citizen
market Irriga e their gardens
through what it considers a very re- who IS ASHAMED TO SIGN HIS fromcity
this ditch. The work of cleanliable source, that Mr. F. B.
RIGHT NAME to his report, and who ing It t very spring Is u great
event,
president cf the Water com. seems to be so very familiar with the
water ut rs flocking forth to furpany of Monroe, Wis., who is now in every Item contained in the books of
nish as much labor as the land they
this city, made a very careful exam- the local company, when, upon a thor- Irrigate will
probate with the land the
Water Supply ough Investigation, it will be clearly ill eh
ination of the local
waters and the labor uecessary
c;.npany's piant. with a view '.o pur. proven to th
voter that said "con- to do the work. This year It requlrod
chasing the sarre a little more than a struction engineer" knows
five nun live days to comyear ago, and that though the price whatever about the present water seventy
as a GREAT DEAL company, s derirou to sell to the plete thL. work.
him
made
LOWER tiian the price, which is now city at such an exorbitant price, and OPENING "gAMEOf" SOC K E R
rrarle to the city, he decided, after a especially about the condition of the
FOOT BALL AT COLLEGE.
careful examination, that the plant mains which have been underground
Philadelphia, Pa., March lo. i ue
th
worth
price
not
asked.
many
In for so
was
years.
opening gam- - of the intercollegiate
Moral:
view cf the fact that Mr. Luchsinger
Don't be deceived, voters of Sot ker fote ball season w ill be played
both
of
water
gas
a
constructor
and
is
Albuquerque, on reports from ficti- here this afternoon between the teams
plants, his opinion of our local plant tious writers about the Water Supply of Pennsylvania university aud Haver-- f
GREAT
be
of
INTERno
doubt
would
company's plant and LOW PRICE TO
rd university. Ikith belong to tho
EST TO OIjR CITIZENS just at this THE CITY, but keep yourself posted Intercollegiate Socker league, which
Mr.
as
especially
Luchsinger
time,
on this important subject by securing now includes Columbia, Harvard,
made thn investigation with a view to copies of The Evening Citizen, or beCornell and Pennsylvania.
money,
own
cerand
investing his
come permanent subscribers.
We are is expected that Yale, Chicago.
would
opinion
be
of more guarding the Interests of .the people
tainly his
and Michigan will Join tho
interest than any opinion written by in this important matter.
league this ytar.
1

id

Lo to s a ml trial."
In considerati n
K veiling Citizen's

Steamer Goes Battle Lasted For Four Days.
Down on the French
Was Caused by Major

Pre-

-

GETS CLOSE

STKANG'R

LABOR

Washington.

TO THE OIU MAGNATES.
Jefferson City, Mo., March lo. The
supreme court, en banc, today, overruled the motion filed by counsel for
the Republic Oil company, for 'a reheating ot Judge Fox's order requiring the officers of the Republic com-

COMMISSION

PeKIn

state department received a cable
lr:m a trusted agent In Manchuria
saying that commerce and trade there
ere approacninx tne normal; that the
Chinese governor is anxious to take
over tho civil administration so
s possible, and that the Japanese

MISS

o

promise. This was a typographical
rrcr. The information canio from one
who has been in close touch with the
defendants.
"I am of. the opinion." said the lawyer, that the case will never he
by the courts, and I would not
be surprised to hear of a compromise
being effected while Attorney Field is
in New York, although I don't pretend to positively assert that thai Is
Iho object of his rip to that city."
".Mr. Field," said an Intimate friend
of this attorney for the plaintiffs, "is
in New York for the purpose of perfecting his case, and will certainly
go to trial unless the defendants see
tit to offer a compromise. Whether
this ha.s been done or not, I am not in
a position to say."
One attorney, in speaking of the
now famous case, said:
"It Is universally said that Mr. Paul
Morton is the man who was ollicially
responsible for the giving of these relates, and for which he received a
whlteashlm;' letter from the president. Tho question Is, whether these
people 'higher up' wish to have all the
faeis brought out or mt. Since the
court ordered the road to produce ail
tlit so alleged contracts for rebate giving, etc., the question is whether it
would not be more wise for the defendants to coniprumi.se than It would

REICHSTAG

Last nig:' and today a number of
private telegrams
have been sent
from Albuquerque and other towns in
the territory to President Roosevelt,
Speaker Cannon and Delegate Andrews, relative to statehood matters,
and asking that influence lie brought
to bear upon tlrj members of the PRESIDENT HAS APPOINTED
GOVERNOR OF ALASKA
House of Representatives
to adopt
Washington, D. C, March 10.
an amendment to the statehood bill
President Roosevelt today announced
that he had decided to appoint Wilfred B. Hoggatt governor of Alaska.
Hoggatt Is a resident of Juneau, and
will succeed John G. Brady, recently
resigned.

was lnadvertvutly

that an attorney for the plaintiffs und said there would he a com-

MISSOURI

at

pared For Emergency.

WONDERFUL ADVANCE

Ion."

.stated

OF PEOPLE
STATE OF NEW YORK.
Albany, N. Y., March 10. According
to the figures in the annual report for
1905, of Frederick D. Kllburn. state
superintendent of banks, the gain In
the resources of the savings banks of
the state of New York during tho past
year was J93.807.399.67. which is larger by more than 120,000,000 than was
ever shown before for a single year.
It Is asserted by those who are in
position to know, that the great showing made by the savings banks of tue
state means not an Increasing use of
these institutions by those whom they
are not Intended to serve, but rather
a marked betterment in the conditions
of the masses of tho people. In support of this idea it Is pointed out that
the gain In open accounts of the savings banks for the year was 12ti,244,
against 77,972 in the year before. The
gain In the amount deposited during
the year was $51,116,625.96. against
$24,699,413.82 In the previous year.
There are now 132 savings banks in
t.ie state, 35 safe deposit companies
and 82 trust companies.
IN

Alns-wort-

conns.

"Of cour.se," added this attorney,
"if the railroad people see fit to compromise the case, by paying- the Caledonian Coal company the price of the
damages they have asked, there will
he no cause for action, as this amount
is the point Involved In the litigar

Legation

CONDITION

IT MAY IMPROVE OUR
8TATEHOOD PROSPECTS.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, March 10. Yesterday afternoon before the Foraker
amendment had been passed, the Burrows amendment, eliminating
New
Mexico and Arizona from the statehood bill, was voted upon and lost by
a vote of 35 for to 3fi against the
amendment; but after the Foraker
amendment had been passed by a
vote of 42 to 29, the Burrows amendment, on reconsideration, was again
called up and this time passed, by a
vote of 37 to 35. This takes the question cf statehood for New Mexico and
Arizona out of the bill entirely.
There Is considerable diversity of
opinion here as to what the house will
do when the amended bill shall be
Rent over from the senate next week.
Grtat effort will be made to have the
house accept the senate amendments,
but the friends of int statehood oppose and scout the Idea.
President Roosevelt, Speaker Cannon, Chairman Hamilton and the organization leaders generally, say that
"stand put" Is the watchword. The
speaker of the house says that he
sees no reason why representatives
should changfe their mind on the bill,
as it passed the house.
The friends here of single statehood for New Mexico are already saying that if Arizona is so unalterably
opposed to statehood at the present,
she can le given her desire, but that
an amendment may be passed giving
single statehood to New Mexico. One
of the arguments offered in favor ot
this' Is that Oklahoma will send two
democratic senators to Washington
and that New Mexico may be relied
upon to send republican senators.
J. Lorenzo Huhbell and C. F.
will leave tonight for their
homes in Arizona, satisfied that Arizona cannot be admitted to statehood
during; the present congress.

"Stand Pat," Say Leaders.
"There Is no change in the temper
cf the house, so far as I can see." luis
was the statement of Speaker Cannon
at. the house today, regarding statehood legislation.
Statehood legislation was discussed by 'the President,
with several callers, besides Speaker
Cannoa, Representative Hamilton of
e
Michigan, chairman of the house
on territories, declared
that
the house would not accept the senate
amendments.
Primer Delegate Rodoy, of New
Mexico, who had been advocating
joint statehood, expressed great disappointment at the action of the senate.
Beveridge, chairman of the senate
committee on territories, talked to the
president about statehood legislation,
but made no comments on it.
It is learned that vigorous efforts
will lie made to have the house conThe
cur In the senate amendments.
movement will be suported by Okla- -

and
are
Slaughtered
Fighting Fathers

Thousand

New Mexico.

noma and Indian Territory advocates
of statehood.

Washington, D. C, March 10. The
statehood question will not be taken
up in the house until the return of
the members of the river and harbor
committee, who are making a trip of
Inspection through the south. This
will be about March 19.
The house leaders, who represent
the administration view of statehood,
are postive that the house will concur in the amendment of the senate
to eliminate Arizona and New Mexico
from the bill. The positive assertion
made by tfie stalwarts, Is that the Insurgent have not gained a single vote
since the bill left the house, and that
consequently they, will be unable to
carry the motion to concur in the senate amendments.
When the bill
comes from the senate, the program
contemplates a motion to disagree,
and ask for a conference. iThis mo.
tion will be made by Hamilton. It Is
thought that Babcock will not Interpose a motion to concur. The vote
will come on this section first, and
.'he result will reveal the strength of
the respective sides.
Those opposing statehood for Arizona and New Mexico in the house,
nave maintained all along that If an
opportunity should be given for a direct vote on the specific question,
they have plenty of votes to defeat
join: statehood.
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IFOU SALE- - $25,uuu rancn at a
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
or la'er challenge God because of discharging of employes of the Insti- p. m
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
small property In lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
gain; will
these creatures, heredity and environ- tution who had testified adversely,
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
BUILDING
Always
PAPER
Write, wire, phone or letthr patents, trade marks.clajms.
exc! atige.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDE1.
ment; some of us may be shocked at and the governor said lie did not
Covers more, looks best, wears
would be done in regard to thi
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
1 'lster- tockthe vi ry idea of challenging God, but
I'!c:e Cmai.
3. W. V. Bryan.
longest, most economical, full
A. L. Morgan.
South Hroadway.
periodically,
we do it anyway. Every lime we as- phase of the affair.
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC- FOR SALE A good general nn eliiiu- sociate God with the least Itijllntiee there have tiei n charges and state
que, N. M. Office, First National
are
Use and grocery business, with meat
we tire chaili iie'inn Him.
incuts regarding the alleged cruel TOR AND BUILDER Estimates
building.
ALBUQUERQUE S. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
work solicincluded, and buildings for Bank
"
is a new soul treatment of patients in tnis institu- cheerfully furnished: job724; shop at
market
And indeed, if tin-reT W. Dobson.
ited. Automatic phone.
;:u(i
M.
thorough
investigaDragoie,
a
Inquire,
rent.
yet
tion,
eii-slum
alter
the
of
isjor
for
created
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ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcni
North Second street. Alhuquer
North Broadway.
liabies, God ought to be challenged. tion each time, lie opposite had been nil
Alhriquerque, N. M.
FOR sale Hotel, Europeau plan ; well block,
Every parent ha l!t repulsed at the tound true. It is probable ihat here- que, N. M.
0
20 r'Miuis, newly furnished in new
ARCHITECTS.
letter of the old Mosaic law alMUt I he after, such charges will he irea'ed
NOTARY PUBLIC.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF YOU WANT THE NEWS
building; best location In city; a
on the more lightly.
F W Spencer and V. O. Walling
sins of the lather Indus;
proposition. Reason ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building o
fine i.iisincss
hildren: and this very emotion ol
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
0
A Cltien want ad will get the buslfor Miling, poor health. Address, Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
repulsion was a challenge.
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 W1
F. J this office.
Gold avenue.
know of lull one 'hin: that can r.ess. Try one.
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LOTS IN EASTERN ADDITION TO BE SOT.n AT

A
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New York. March 10. There are
so many of these dear girls who are
iust now making not tlu great, decision, but the one secondary to the
greater, what shall 1 have In my
trousseau? n la. hard for anyone to
Rive absolute In such matter, except
'hey know the amount of money to be
spent, the social obligations that will
fall cn the future bride, and her future
residence; but we will give as general
a letter as possible which will yet
bo of some help to the Judgment of
our bride. There are a few dresses
that belong exclusively to the wefldlng

FOR
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Look over the ground and decide what you want to bid on
before the sale. Auction to be held at 2 o'clock in the afternoon and 7 o'clock in the evening in vanant stnrA-rnn- m
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LOTS 3, 4,
LOTS 2, 3
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LOTS 1, 2, 7, 8.
LOTS 1, 2, 7, 8
LOTS 6, 7
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PRICE

pink satin, covered with silver soutache and a hlgli silver girdle completes the costume.
Old rose rajah was used for another costume having a gored skirt
laid in plaits. The waist Is draped
and Rllghtly( pointed, the drapery continuing in pointed upturned talis tover
a surplice bolero of Irish crochet lace.
The elbow sleeves are of lace with
cuffs of silk. Collar and buttons are
of velvet.
A gown in pale blue crepe de chine
simply made would lie pretty for an
Informal evening affair and afterwards suitable for small dances. Have
it made with a circular gored skirt
having a front panel, and a bodice
with a transparent yoke and collar
of lace and elbow sleeves trimmed
with lace falls. A high crushed girdle
should complete the costume.
To the girl that lives in the country
and has few social obligations, and

box-pla-

y

41

26
40
49
52

Auctioneer.

KNIGHT,

AFTERNOON GOWNS

the top under fancy cuffs and agaJn
or muslin plaitings.
A beautiful gown was of "aggent at the seams. If preferred,
white
emCashmere, pong-ee-,
henrieita and drap
coeur" satin trimmed with lace
The d'ete could be used.
broidered with silver thread.
princess model was used, which to
A gown made for a very slight girl
secure the sheath like fit was cut off was of the tunic order In crepe de
at the waist line and silvered lace chine. The skirt was developed with
insertion applied between the skirt five gores having an Inverted
proper and the bodice above. It was
at the hack. A deep circular
slightly draped
over the bust and flounce with tucks following the lower
fastened under the arm, a high necked edge gave an additional ripple round
yoke of lace and under sleeves of the the feet, and the foundation skirt was
same completed the costume.
cut away beneath it. Six yards Is the
Another bridal dress was of white measurement given the flounce and
point lace; the skirt had been made three and
s
the skirl.
in one piece and hung In soft folds The tunic is in seven gores and In
by means of tiny tucks at the waist. pointed lower outline both back and
A solft plain lace bodice was gathered front. The fullness at the waist is
in at the belt under a deep girdle of taken up In tucks to yoke depth to fit
white silk and witli it was worn a the figure. The top of the govn is
handsome little bolero, of point laces in corsage effect with yoke of lace,
to match the skirt.
puff sleeves to the elbow finished with
But the price of both these aresses fancy cuffs from which extend lace
Is beyond the purse of our girls. A metaine cuffs. If more becoming the
pretty dress could be made of white tunic skirt may terminate at the waist
messeline which can be 'had in various line and
the bodice be
after one
prices, to be made over white silk of the many styles nowmade
so popular.
foundation; slip of princess shaping
The veil may be cf some rare out
out by nine gores, following closely jllace,
or of fine shiffon, or tulle and
the lines of the figure and fastened be
fastened to the hair by means of a
In the back. The outer skirt, which
is composed of nine g.;res extends in j wreath or coronet of oranse blossoms.
cordage style above the waist, and or sonic other preferred flower, though
may be adjusted to the figure by shir-ring- s most brides like on this day at least
or fine tucks to yoke length. to have a few cf the bridal flowers
The
A dressy full bolero is added to the somewhere about the costume.
veil may be partly over the face, cover
the whole figure, or be of the kind
that fastened to the high coronet flowing out behind over the train only.
The second dress to be considered
I;'. the "going away" gown, and If cne
can have but few to one's wardrobe
this dress should be of these materials, colors and stles that It will serve
many purposes in the future.
A recent bride developed her "going
away' gown from dark blue poplin, as
she was having an eye to next fall.
It was in round length jus' escaping
the ground and of three piece construction; a beck section with its full.
ness disposed in a triJe
and
two circular portions with clusters of
plaits laid at regular intervals, all or
which were stitched to yoke depth.
A si am In the front in Dutchess style
connects the two side sections and
adds to the appearance of the skirt.
With this skirt was worn a pretty
sl'.k blouse and a lltie coat of the
blue poplin trimmed with lace banding. The back had a seam at the center and had two plaits at each side
A
firming a broad double
deep backward turning tuck Is laid
on each side of the front, the fullness
below being pressed Into a plait to
the lower edge, and the closing is
made at the center which could be
A stole facing
formed to reverse.
seamed at the center of the back
follows the neck and front edges, The
w
full elbow sleeves were of one seam
cut finished at the lower edge with
pointed bands and trills cf lace.
own several
A bride who could
walking dresses had h r traveling suit
w
made of grey and hite overcbecked
cheviot, made with a circular eklrt
:
I
panel extend from
having a
belt to foot, from and back, and the
side sections trimmed at the lower
edge with nun's fold. The Kton
jacket was a plain ntf. ir cut In fancy
outline, sdior thni quarter sleeves,
'
f'at collar and fancy vent, all depend,-in- '
upon the niac'.,!:ic si Itching I t
decoration. W'i'li the Milt was worn
a cream silk hloii-- e
and grey chip
pers are to be seen ii;i'd the women, turban trimmed wt'h cream pompoms
and pray velvet lnv..
who also affect the linen sun shade
In the traveling bag should be anA particularly attractive hat of this
linw-tTil i, in
nl,,.i.. ' liftixl other skirt, perhaps made out of an
itfri
,,.
a'n,i n,.s, I1C old. er if I'.' w, miglr tie .f one of the
Klit,,rly OIlanainst the iialr is a small bunch of pre tty new SiciliU tines, ur of serg,. in
A
number i f pretty
pink ros s. A
satin ribbon Is dark poods.
drawn about the crown, and so!t blouses will be necessary, and an odd
s
are tucked jai ket, prefi raidv of tjn er mode vnc-ermaidenhair fern and
saving to the
(
iih. This will be
In the ki.; i and stretch mit upon the
keep her from
ni w dr.ss and ..Is
embroidered btim.
The parasol is tmbr idered with that conspicuous newness of clothes
a fine vine, the design growing small which writes "bride ' a.! over her.
v.s it approach's the top, while the
reci pi ion dress.
And now for i!i
edges are heavily scalloped.
A dressy affair may be devel ped from
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which w ith Its long train may be worn model, which la shirred at the shoulby the shorter and stouter woman to ders and at the lower edge, and a
whom the princess without these ac- trimming band extending about t..e
cessories of long lines and length neck in fancy collar effect and Joined
The under the arm to a pointed back secwould be completely barred.
trains are extremely long but of an tion gives a pleasing finish. The
are fastened to the wrist,
ordinary width and Is made to stand
out by means of under ruffles of Bilk while tlie puff sleeves are shirred on

A fashionable fad Is to make one's
own blouse. A charming maiden who'
recently wore her own
handiwork to a luncheon had as the
mot iff of the waist an enihroidered
butterfly.
This was slightly below
the bust, and the rest of the blouse
was worked out around Ir. From It
went graceful lines of valenclennes
insertion, wiiile the same effect reached our to the shoulders. A narrow
joke was of the tiniest tucks, while
the curving insertion lines were again
used on the dt
sleeves.
outfit and to which every bride gives
much attention.
Perhaps It is natural that every girl
should want a real wedding dress, not
a pretty house dress or an extra fine
traveling suit, but a real bona fide
wedding gown, which t,he can put
away as a momento of the romantic
j yous day of days.
lor the girl who can afford I: there
are at hand beautiful materials in
silk and lace which are made specially for this event. Most of the nuptial
gowns are made in princess style

May
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NOTICE

Notico Is hereby given that an elec
tion will be hold in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, 1906, between the hours ot
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., oi
said day, at the following polling
places:
First WardCity Hall.
Second Whrd At office of Chas.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street,
Fomth Ward Near corner of Cop- per avenue and Third street.
At which said election the qualified
electors of the said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, residing within the
limits of the said city, shall choose
the following officers:
One Mayor For a term of two '
years;
One City Clerk For a term of two
years;
One City Treasurer For a term of
two years.
Two Members of the City Council
irom the First Ward One for n term
of four years and one for a term ot -two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Member of the City Council
from the Second Ward For a term
of four years;
One Member of the City Council
from the Third ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the City Council
from the Fourth Ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the Board of Edu-- .
cation from the First Ward For a
term of four years;
Two Members of the Board tof Education from the Second Ward One
for a term of four years, and one for a
term of two years, to fill out an unexpired term.
One Member of the Board of Education from the Third Ward For a
tern of four yea A;
One Member of the Bonrd of Education from the Fourth Ward For a
tern of four years;
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
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Th.-bid fair for imparity
lu..
uf the daintiness that may be
...:ned throughout
the summer,
vers are adjustable.
They
be removed, laundered anil re- lurue.!, the purao! bavins; a!l the
of u new one
tr
Thfor embroidered UTeets
lias already displayed itself tit 'lie
sTii'.tiier wiu'er colonies in the south,
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A stunning afternoon gowu is composed of black lace trimmed wjlt'n
yellow Mechlin.
The foundation of
the dress is of black taffeta, veiled
with chiffon, ami over this is the
black lace, which has a small heavy
dot In it. The bottom of the full flow-luskirt has three narrow ruffles, put
on in graceful wavis.
Each ruffle
is edged with a tiny band, of black
velvet ribbon. The princess girdle of
the skirt Is partially concealed by the
Kor tiie
girl at dancing
bolero jacket, wbich has a graduated
collar of tlie Mechlin and the lower school a charming frock is of ecru
pait of the b.bio is also edged with min's veiling, combined with russet
brown ve lvet, and moussi line embroithis lovely lace.
The sleeves, entirely of the lace, are dered in all the dainty hues dear to
unllned, the lace b. ;n. mounted upon tli : i: iish In ait.
The frock reaches the ankles, the
inousseline.
,'oin without this lori.e; length a' preswit for all girls
The hat to
Is of yellow '; iscany, rolled on who have reached the age of the
the side, ami has ;i waving turquoise ton,. The skirt is full and round,
ostrich plume dr.iit " i directly over lui lod in small groups about the hips.
the low ( row n. A n urow black velvet Tne lower part of the skirt Is trimmed
hand encircles tin i town, and a single wild four wide tucks, alsuit six Inches
n tinpink lose r".-:.-s
rim ot in'- - a; tin. The bodice has on' broad tuck
the yoke ami uiu
nal
imdwav
die le d velvet' girdle. The yoke" is of
ill lito iss. itne. emtiroicierecl In pale
grey. Th- - tuH
redium ,,'ik ;u sil
The broad
s:.i.' Is sored nr. gathered to the Lille. ;,:tib.s and lavinders.
unning of three v.ii'.a is finished with edging of the
v.atst band wt'h
v lvt-- t
riblMin of end .id. red inousseline. and ii also
cf w ide v. !.:
rad'ia'ed wil'li. A plaited bolero has i scolloped of trimming oft narrow
el
the riis.se' brown,
libbon
opens over a
r
vest of
are of tlie double puffs,
tine Venice
in ' .tid lias a Jabol The s thevi same
narrow velvet, and,
trimr.iiii ; over
shoulder of the
wi'h the inousseline enibrol- ; ink ami
s'ik, embroider, d
bordered nil:
a narrow
id ribbon. The .er'.
wri ... velvet I, p:. - the bolero and
.,!.
wishes a gown that would be
trims the elbow
vt s above a short
cuff of embroidi r
The vt st an! pre'ty tor the reception, yet useful
Mcews are edged i Mil a bias hand of tor intiy duties al'terwurds, as a summer church dress or for a garden
p.i:t. rtc, ,t line printed organdy
bavii'g a wife ground strewn with
h... popular tloral design this
tu.-.-..
would be suitably developed
s. n
ov r a , a lawn uniierslip. A skirt
or pt.iitc.i to yoke depth
it a' her.
hiivitv i, i.M s Micks a'xHit the bottom,
in plaits; back and front
a i"i.'e
white valencli-nnlace out--tM)nC
a band of pink silk, and
lilies
tiding In a plastron fron'
lac- ri.M
dited aUo with the lace.
Of t'.e s
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dainty design complete

tited shcvcs drawn
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I'laids, In light weight materials,
are among the stunning suits made up
for young women.
In dark blue and white such a handsome street suit Is
made. Cream
broadcloth Is used In combination
with the plaid.
The skirt Is a short one, escaping
the ground, with a bias fold finishing
it on the bottom.
The ski(t has a
seam up the front and back, each being finished with stitching. The coat
is ... w.ii'e cloth, the underseam
t'ud the waist cat being of the
plaid.
This w as necessarily cut on
the bia.s, to harmonize with the round
effect of the skirt. The sleeves are
of the white, with a cuff of the blue
plaid and bias shoulder straps are
at the extremetdge of the sloping'
s.iouldei's.
A straight
sailor hat is worn with
the strict costume, ll is of bright
blue straw,
simply trimmed with
ribbon.
tiny tucks finished with pink silk'

Notice is hereby given that an election will be hold in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday.
April 3, lUDti, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.a of
said day, at the following polling
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. IL
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Erfurt h Ward Near corner of Copper nvenue and Third street.
At which election the Question ot
authorizing the Issuance of Three
Hundred Thousand (Jtlili) Oofn rvlinra
of bonds ot said City of Albuquerque,
. ew Mexico,
to purchase and extend
the. niter works now owned by the
Water
eomnnni' of RnM trw
will be submitted to the qualified
electors of said city, who are the
owners of real or personal property,
tubject to taxation, within the City
of AlliU(Ui"tiie.
FKANK McKEE, Mayor.
NOTICE

Notice Is hereby given that un
election will be held In the City of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday, April lird, 10";, between
the
hours of 9 o'clock a., an. and 6 o'clock
p. m., of sarU day, at the following
voting places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second WardAt ofiice of Cbas.
bunds ami lace ruffles.
ICven if the girl can aff rd
more Chadwlck &. Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E H.
expensive dress for he r reception, this
would be a suitable txtra frock fori Dunbar, on South Third stree'.
Fourth Ward Near corner of CopKor outsummer social occasions.
door wear with this gown there should, perAt avenue uud Third street.
whic'i said election the question
be a plaque hat of white chiffou '
shaped to suit the face oi the wearer of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
(:ii,o0'il Dollars of bonds
and decorated with pink ruses having Thousand
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
long stems and grt" u leaves..
Mexico, to erect and build a city
M A NN
A Y ZANT
AT I i K I I
building, will Le submitted to the
qualified electors or said city, who
Torture by Savages.
are the owners of real or personal
"Speaking of the torture to which property, subject to taxation, within
some of the savage tribes In the Phil- the said City of Albuquerque, New
ippines subject their captives, reminds .Mexico.
me of the intense suffering I endured
Fit A N K McKEE. Mayor.
for three nion'hs from Inflammation
of the kidneys," says W. M. SherAfflicted With Rheumatism.
man of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped
"I wits and am yet ufflicted with
Hitters,
tue until
Electric
three
tried
rheumatism." says Mr. J. C. liayne,
bottles of which completely cured nie.' (ditor or the Herald. Addlngton. InCures liver complaint, dyspepsia, bkvl dian Territory, "but thanks t. chamdisorders ami malaria; and restores berlain's rain Balm am able once
more to attend to business, h is the
the weak and nervous to robust
by u'l druggists.
I'rice best of liuiiiu nts." Jf trouble.) with
00c.
rheumatism give Ialn lialiu a trial
and you ate certain to be more than
pleased with the prompt relief it afLADIES' RIDING CLOVES.
In buc k. Guaranteed. Simon tj'etu. fords.
One application relieves thtt
pain.
the Kailroad Avenue Clothier.
Kor sale by all druggists.
I
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The ladles ,,f the Women's Chrisnew style of municipal government, Houston is well sattian Ttmperance I'nion met this afisfied with Its experiment. An elective commission has ternoon at 3 o'clock at the home of
been Installed, and wonders have been worked because Rev. and Mrs. W. W. Havens. fm2
South Edith s'rect. Much important
authority has Iveen centralized.
and a social
For years Houston has hem electing ail the execu- business was transacted transaction
or
held alter t.ie
tive officers from mayor, health officer, chief of police, session
business.
aud so on down to scavengernien. The mayor's authorO
ity, however, was a farce. Department heads would muWith Mrs. (ie rge F. Albright pretiny nt the slightest provocation, and he could not en- siding as chairman, the meeting of
force their
They would declare they were the Woman's club of Albuquerque yesless responsible to the mayor than to the people who terday afternoon, under thewasauspices
one of
department,
elected them. This choice of masters is easily under- of the literary
Interesting
entir! alalng

Situation

The action of the senate, yesterday, in not "U'V
passing (lie Foraker amendment by a lurm majority
but In subsequently ellminatins New Mexico and Arizona from the statehood Mil, altogether, rame as a ery
dlsRKreeable surprise. However, It teaches a nuinher 'f
lessons.
It was the coniMnathm of presidential influence
and party organization which carried the Hamilton um
through the house, and it was the combination of
influence and opposition to the president, which
defeated It In the senate. The lesson then is that the
influence of parties in power may be beneficial under
certain circumstances, while under otlur circumstances
such influence may prove detrimental.
Another lesson is that in the face of all the information spread among members of congress, in both
houses, by New Mexico missionaries, there remains,
real or pretended, an astonishing density of ignornnce
concerning, and an inexplicable and bitter animosity
towards. New Mexico, both as to the country and the
people. This was fully brought out In debate and in
publications, where the interests and rights of Arizona
her present condition and future prospects, were dwell
upon most glowingly, while of New Mexico It may be
said that none were found to stoop so low as to do her
reverence. If this condition Is actual, It shows that separate statehood is very far from possible for New Mexico at the present time, and probably for many years in
the future.
What the house will do when the emasculated statehood bill is returned to it, of course, no one can say. It
eenis probable, however, that the state of Oklahoma
will be admitted, and' that New Mexico and Arizona will
That this
Ik-- left as territories for many years to come.
Will be disastrous to both territories many are fully
persuaded. However, the people of this territory should
huckle down to two purposes to have a territorial government the nearest approach possible to good state
government, and to develop the resources of New Mexico for all there !s In them. The cause of education will
be the greatest loser by the failure of the statehood bill.

and
the lnossessions held lately. The subject for
the meeting was "American Humorists, and Their Relation to American
Hut one paper was read
Literature."
during the afternoon, that being "The
I'lace of the Humorists in American
Literature," by Mrs. H. B. Ray. The
remainder of the session was devrted
to
talks on the different
American humorists. Mrs. S. B. Newcomer conversed Interestingly of Bret
Harte, ending with a reading of his
"Heathm Chinee." Miss Baldridge
followed, with a discourse on Mark
Twain. Mrs. Hlnkley told several interesting personal reminescences
of
Bill Nye, with whom she was personally acquainted. Mrs. Whltcomu also
talked entertainingly of this humorist.
Mrs. Washburn chose as her subject,
James Wlhltcomb Riley, "the Hoosier
I'oet," and rendered his "The Frost
Is on the Pumpkin" with excellent effect. Mrs. R. I j. Hust discussed Eugene Field, the Missouri poet, and
gave his "Ixmg Ago," at the close of
her remarks. Bob Burdette came In
for a mention by Mrs. Shupe, who
read several of his best writings,
by Mrs. E. V. Chaves, who discussed "Mr. Dooley" and his work.
Mrs. Ackerman handled "Samantha
Allen," reading her "Trainin' HusMrs. A. O. Harrison had
bands."
to respond to an encore, after playing
her musical solo. Mrs. Sowers "Dance
of the Witches," called forth an encore, to which she responded.

stood. The people were patient and long suffering. The
council was similarly demoralized. The ward statesman
seemed more intent upon making himself strong with Ins
immediate constituency than doing something for the
common good. As for city jobs, political pull was the
prime test.
The people of Houston finally became ripe for a
change. J. Z. Oaston. an alderman, fired the opening
gun. He offered n resolution for an election upon the
question of forming an elective commission centralizing
the city government In the mayor and four aldermen,
these five officials to have the appointment of all others.
The Incumbent council, each man being a little king in
hla own ward, voted it down with little ceremony. This
was only the beginning of the battle. The press agitated
the matter, and public sentiment became such that the
council was afraid to deny the people the right to express themselves. So the election was held. The elective commission was declared for by a large majority.
Mayor Jackson, with Aldermen Oaston and Thompson, and City Attorney Stone, took one draft of the proposed new charter to the legislature, and the displeased
councllmen another. After a bitter fight the people's
charter was passed unanimously by the legislature and
signed by the governor. An election was to have been
called by the mayor at once, but it was delayed several
months by an injunction. H. Baldwin Rice, mayor-elec- t,
was then kept out of office for a while by another Injunction. He finally took his seat with his four aldermen, whom he put at the heads of these departments:
Finance; water, light and health; police and fire;
streets, bridges and public grounds.
Each member found his department badly organized
,
and the city treasury without money to pay the preKabbi Wise of Portland, Ore., received a call to ceding
month's salary roll. They all buckled down to
Temple Emanuel, New York City, lie replied: "If 1 ac- work, and being favored by complete authority and constipuI
cept a call to Emanuel's pulpit, do so with Hie
fidence, have made a showing as refreshing to the city
WHERE TO WORSHIP
lation that my pulpit is not to be muzzled." The reply of Houston as it was surprising.
under
be
always
shall
pulpit
was:
"The
the
truestees
of
00XCCkXXOCC0XXXXOOOOOOCK00 e The Christian f!hnrr-in
the control ofthe board of trustees." Dr. Wise rethe new huililine. notheast corner of
mained in Portland. This, of course, caused large exGold and Broadway.
Sunday school
pressions of opinion, in both the secular and religious
at. 11 n. m.
Morning worship at 11
press. Most of the comment has been unfavorable to
o'clock, and evening worship at 7:30.
DiUlRicualties
the trustees, and yet they took the only proper position.
rreacning at notn hours liy tile minFrom The Earth.
The minister is an employe, as much so as the
ister, Ernest K. Crawford.
clerk or the mechanic. As long as the employe, in his
Highland Methodist Church J. M.
O0O0X)O00X)X)O0O0O0O0O0O0i0 Sollle,
labors, meets the approval of his employer, all goes harpastor. Breaching by the pasmoniously forward; but when difference of view arises,
As we come out of the Yosemite, following tue Mertor at 11 a. ni. Subject, "The
the employer is of necessity the supreme authority.
ced river, we enter the famous San Joaquin valley, the
Religion on Trial." At 7: .10 p. in.,
The divine right of the pulpit is very much like the richest part of California, and, with the exception of the subject. "How lo Judge Men." Sundivine right of kings. Monarclis once thought they had Ytizoo valley of the Mississippi, perhaps the most fer- day school at !':4.r( a. ni. Junior Leathe divine right to ruic. regardless of the wishes of the tile spot on the hemisphere. It is a vast basin, which gue ut 3 p. ni.
Senior League at
ruled. Priests claimed their authority directly from (,od, was formerly a lake, 450 miles long and averaging sixty 0:30 p. m. Strangers made welcome.
and put it. above that of the church and entirely inde- miles wide, with a desert at the southern end and a
Congregational
Church The pripendent of the wishes of the people. Hut both theories swamp for its northern boundary. The geologists call it mary
department of the
Sunday
secunenlightened
except
In
certain
a "sea trough," and it has received the silt and decaying srhool and the Y. V. S. C. K. will
have been exploded,
il
tions. King and priest alike are hired men, paid to
vegetation washed down from the Sierra Madre mounmeet tomorrow in the pastor's study,
certain things, and altogether amenable to their
tains on the ca:-'- and the Coast range on the west for at the church. The congregation will
ages, until what is known as the delta region has been worship with the people of the BapAn
ittllinvt'ini nioniinir
covered with a soil of immeasureable depth and rich- tist nhllrrh
sags a iittle toward the center and is drained of the hoard of trustees will be held
ness.
It
ILas
cnurcu on Monday, at 7:o0 p.
by two great rivers the Sacramento from the north aud at toe
The people of Las Vegas have every reason to feel the San Joaquin from the south with innumerable trib- m. J. W. Ilarron, pastor.
extremely grateful to Governor Herbert J. Hagerman for utaries. They meet and flow together Into the Hay ot
First Presbyterian Church
Serhis strong and timely letter to the Secretary of the In- San Francisco.
vices tomorrow at Elks' Opera House.
terior regarding the reservoir probject.- Governor Hager-ma- u
Public
The swamps, or "tules," as they are called, in the Sunday school, U:4j a. m.
is much interested in the matter and his powerful
worship, 11 a. ni., and 7:30 p. ni., conof the valley, are being reclaimed by inpart
northern
assistance will, without question, do much towards re- teresting processes and converted into meadows and ducted by Rev. Warren H. DuBose.
Junior Christ ian Endeavor, 3 p. m.
moving the lions that lie in the way of the carrying out
farms of unsurpassed fertility. It will not be long before Christian Endeavor, (i:4.") p. m.
A
of the scheme.
region is drained and made ready for pgricul-turentire
that
cordial invitation extended to all
There Is something more for the people of l.as Vegas
swamps
great
strangers in the city, to attend the
and the alluvial lands the tule
to do, however. The proposed reservoir will irrigate
of peat covering not less than 1 40,000 acres, which services of the church.
something more than lO.ouo acres of land. Of this beds reagrded u.itil recently,
as worthless, will, within
were
St. John's Episcopal Church Coramount SUKHt acres has already been subscribed by the
life of the present generation, have perhaps n higher ner
Fourth street and Silver avenue.
people of Las Vegas. The governor, In his letter, makes the
not
in
any
in
land
the I'nited Stales, if
value than
faim
Services tomorrow as follows: Holy
a strong point of this, and presses for an immediate ap- the
world.
communion, 7:30
a. m.; Sunday
propriation on the ground that there can be no risk asThese lands have been reclaimed in a curious man. school, lu a. ni.; morning prayer and
sumed by th6 government.
ner. Pig ditches are dug at frequent intervals, with sermon. 11 a. m.; evening prayer,
It is very important that the land should be over
ditches intersecting them; then the waer is confirmation and Kermon, 7:30 p. m
smaller
If l.as Vegans want to squeezed out of
rather than
the soil by running over it heavy rollers, The Rt. Rev. J. Mills Kendrick.
make sure of the authorization of the reservoir plant similar to those used in laying macadam or asphalt uni bishop of Arizona and New Mexico,
will preach at the morning and evenwithin a short time they will take immediate steps to pavement. The land, being on
the same level or lower ing
services. The offerings at the
secure the subscription of the remaining lands. There
huge
by
evening service will be for the Bishcan be no risk involved. There will be much to gain. than the rivers, is protected from overflows
dykes or levees, like those of Holland. When the water op's Fund. All seats free. A. (!. Har
Six dollars an acre for ten years for land that under irriU
rison, rector.
gation will be worth $ oo an acre is the best kind of has been squeezed out of the soil into the ditclms
pumped
back
into
same,
dykes,
over
the
the
and
the
river
6
government
And
the
value.
asks no money back until Hitches are
First Methodist Episcopal Church
afterward, when crops are plani-'.- , Used to
D. D.. pastor. SunRollins,
C.
Rev.
J.
year's
lias
secured.
friat
crops
llie
been
for sub-i- n 'IgttMnil,
Morning
day school at y : 45 a. in.
Subscribers can secure as h!U "3 eighty acres, but it distribute water
by these big ditches, worship at 11 a. m.. with sermon u
The reclaimed land,
is considered better 1i
holdas many forty-acr- e
divided Into tracts called islands, which are
the pastor. Subject, "The Calls of
ers as possible. An immediate effort should be made to is thusplanted
It) wheat, barley, beans, potatoes, asparathe Master." Junior League at 3 p.
secure the subscription of the remaining thousand acres.
gus, onion?, chicory, alfalfa and other grains and garden m and Kpvvorth League at t!:3o p. ni.
Daily Optic.
service.
truck, and are used for pasturing dairy cattle. Before Special music at the morning
evening hour. Rev. C. A.
plowed it is so soft and miry that the horses At the 1).
is
the
land
,
I)etroit Free Press:
I)., of Milwaukee, the celel'ayiie
When Dr. Wiley of the Dethat draw the plows are shod with shoes fifteen inches
partment of Agriculture, produced from alcohol, burnt In diameter, made like a wheel. The hub is or steel and brated iiavtl- i naj lecturer, will give
1ms aib'.ic.-- s
on the "Master Life." II- sugar and soemthing else, a superior brawl nf
fits over the hoof. The spokes are of hickory or some
.vi:h ibe bepiii:fui Hoffman
whisky, in about fourteert minutes, it wfis not a work other hard wood, and are held firm by a steel lilt. After pcn.M-Air. J. W. Beane will sing
of necromancy, uut a simple bit of niauufaeiiiiug which the land has been plowed once the sun sucks the moisIlolv City," vi.icii will be su
Tic
is carried on on a large scale iu many places In the
The public is cor
out of it, and it becomes dry. But when the water perbly illustrated.
country. The fact that the members, of the congress ture
StrangIs let in through the ditches, however, it soaks it up dially invited to all services.
p
The church is
ional committee pronounced the product excellent is
rapidly, like u sponge, and keeps the roots of the plants ers made welcime.
roof of its quality than could ordinarily he obtained. constantly moist, producing enormous crops of every- sltirated on the corner of Lead avenue and Third street.
What we don't understand is where the ha I whisky thing that is plain ed.
comes from. If it is so easy, imp!e and cheap to make
First Baptist Church I'pon invi
palate
a glade of wlilsky which tickle. Die cuugrcs-.iuu.i- l
will
tation the Congregat ionalists
IL&w
HJafoies
whisky
many
so
why are there in existence
kinds of
unite with the Baptist people in all
the
laugh
at
Thoughtless
pt ople may be inclined to
Sunday
of the
which irritate, l.urn and scratch the whole
their services tomorrow.
oesophagus? It is perfectly plain that the whisky mak- bill before the Ohio bgislalure making it unlawful for school at :.",( a. m. The two Bible
ers need curbing. They don't even produce a good im- managers of flat buildings to discriminate against f am schools will hold a joint session. Mr.
Kelley wiil preach both morning and
itation of the reai thing when it is perfectly iiim to ilbs with childre n. Hut where is the joke? If such ilis- - evening.
The subjects are as folcriliiiiint ion hud
inn.l.. n'riiiKt :mv other class ot
do so.
11 a. in.,
"The Courage of
lows:
one
the human fainilv. a big row. and mighty serious
7:::o p. m., "The Life (living
Paul."
H illl ip.li
Congressmen
would have been i.iised over it long ago. There Is lHth St ream '' The Baptist
whose
Italtimore Sun:
Young
Peoe
,ly li
todav for babies.
achievement s in statesmanship have been limit e in
ple's I'nion meets nt C,::!o p. in.
Th.-u
taining vegetable and fiower seeds tor their
nis iii In- a general failure to reeognizi Sirangirs in ibe city are very cortiny arc li'iti .in ami have just as many rights a1 dially invited to attend all the serents tind thi nisclvcs in an unenviable position just II IW. i
vices of the church. The special
For years I'uele Sam has dedicated $l"o.noo annually to atiN iinlv e'se.
music for tomorrow is as follows:
lault
at
Mau.igi s
alone
not
the purchase and distribution of seeds of various km
are
iin uncut houses
Morninu ant hem by the choir "TV
comchildren
h.nii
Owners (f
s. s. too. prefer tenants Willi no
the farmers of the country. The misi ily
Ileum
in P." by Kolchinar. the solo;
finding
mittee of the House of Representatives has decid,,d to Ami the man w ;,h children has a hard time
ists being Mcsdames Vickcry, (Jiblis.
pay
cut off the appropriation, and there Is walling and gnash- p!ai for t heiu to lav their little heads. He has to
Cains in,, Mr. Colllster. Mr. Maynard
ing of teeth among certain statesmen. They feel now the highest reli i. though he can least afford it. Me n.iw will sing a solo, emit led "A Dream
Evening anthem
ilcsiiabh. hniives thoitnh he ought to id Paradise."
that their last chance to prove tnemselves publicists ot lo accept he h
ability will vanish; that they may soon hear the stern have the best. True, there re neonle who find annoy - "Holy Spirit, the Inflate," by Shelley.
Mrs. Martha Brown-Ciibbsoloist.
Km what of that? Child
command from disappointed uiid outraged constituents. ance in iioiirhbor's children
Mrs. (i .lis will also sing a solo, enpeopl
on
down."
certain
sit
rcti,
side,
back
and
instinctively
their
'wav
dislike
-'!
Ninety
TinNine."
and
And of ibe two. th.. dMiko of tlx. children is the more titled
time their
When, la.st October, it was announced tluil the Czar li:itlir:il :oi.l hcllw
C.el the best. Sunday
n
Nicholas had concluded to give a constitutional govern- right to domicile is more sacred. If the question were ner iu tin elty at l he Columbus m- ment to Russia, many papers of this country were most reduced lo one of strict justice. It would be found that morrow
rhapsodic in their announcements of the fact, their com- people who cannot abide children have few rights which
ROBERT MclNTYRE SAID: 'THE
ments upon it, and their heads over the telegraphic news a civilized community is bound to respect.
IS THE
KAFFIR CHOIR
FINEST
conveying the information. The Citizen said at the time
Babies arc o the home what sunshine U to tin ENTERTAINMENT EVER
GIVEN
that constitutional government hail not been granted, fields its life and light. The prattle and lisp, the laugh IN OUR CHURCH." HEAR THEM
AT
NIGHT,
pure
Joy
MONDAY
would
THE FIRST
surrender bis life rather than of
and that Nicholas
and the natter of the little bare
KVCO
M. E. CHURCH.
ADMISSION, 35c.
II u rial
I
llllI'DOSe.
his autocracy, ami that the condition of the people ot the reill Inline Mil, rcl.r.
o
it Is now ac- day. parents who love their children as dearly as
Russia would in no wise lie improved,
A liiahi r and apprentice nirl wanted
necessity to
.....
ri. li i,.. .. iiw.i..
knowledged everywhere that the proposed participation .....
..(.li .,,.
by O'llricii sisters, milliners.
ini i.i, j i.ruii
nil
Call
i
them,
government
people
place
the
no
nunc
to
lu
of the
amounts
them in institutions or otherwise desert
Monday mi,rniiiKfound
Is
when the cause is sifted to the bottom the fault
than the merest child's play.
JOIN THE CROWD AND GO TO
to be less with .h. parents than with the senseless ami
There seems to be some small patches of timber slid heartless customs and conditions put upon Iheni by those THE FREE DANCE AT THE
TONIGHT.
ALL IT
left in the country. A forest service bulletin issued on who easily could, if ihey would, change It ull. me cou COSTS HALL
IS THE CAR FARE.
MUSIC
bless
a
whirl!
private
Wednesday bays that several
owners in Florida diiion of itv life,
nuns On. rlillilreli from
BY
THE MEXICAN ORCHESTRA.
have applied to the government for working plans under lug into a cur.,e and an insupportable burden Is anything
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "ARwhich to manage pine lumbering conservatively, and but a matter of jest. Tin- Ohio legislator who is striving
that one application alone is for a tract of l.i'.'iu.uou by staute to find homes for the babies is no buffoon but NOLD'S BEST." VERY HIGHEST
PATENT FLOUR.
a true inau. whose heart is in the right place.
acres.
three-minut-

Ultimate Authority

WELCOME SPRING WITH
FASHION

To

Under
Great

IFLeclamatiomi

10,

1907

tSaiUs

DEMANDS

A GLAD

SMILE AND

A NEW

SUIT.

MANY CHANGES WITH THE NEW SEASON

LAST SPRING'S CLOTHES ARE NOW OUT OF DATE
THE WIDER AND LONGER LAPEL, THE CLINGING BACK WITH THE SLIGHTEST SUGGESTION OF
THE "CORSET FIT" AND A FULL SKIRT ARE SOME
OF THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE NEW AND
OLD.

EVERY KINK AND TURN OF FASHION
HAS BEEN HONORED In The MAKING 01 Our SPRING SUITS
SINGLE AND DOUBLE

BREASTED CUTS

$12.50, $15.00 OR $18.00 UP TO $30.00

We'll give you your mind's worth

e

d

MARCH

IT'S DRESSING UP TIME AGAIN. OLD WINTER
HAS RECEIVED HIS DEATH BLOW AND EASTER IS
NOT FAR OFF.

xxxxxxxoxxxxoooooococoxx
Houston, Tex., March lo. Alter six months of
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PINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
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best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
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1000

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

e,

0

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean hut come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

0

fr

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

0
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0
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WHISKEY
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$l EAKIN
N. M.

Automatic rhone, 193.
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AJbuquerque

PURE CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third Street.
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Foundry and

Machine Works

?. R. HALL, Proprietor
iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal aud Lumber Can; 8ha!t!an.
. ,
- pvh
Cninmn.
tinnmr
lirnnn hats,
-i
wv.w
lUr
vuiuiuiio u u li oj jtv . u u

Q

hBuildings.

0

irn

Repmlr

f
q Foundry east

on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
of railroad track.
Albuquerque,

wide

.

W.

M

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and Ci'ar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, lit. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of tho Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom IU South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

LIVERY. BALE FEED AND TRAN
FER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ex
changeu
FURNITURE
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

EXCHANGE
AND

0. W. Strong's Sons

STORAGE CO.

XXOOCOOCOCOOOC

SCREEN TIME

I

-

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

v

I

Sola Agenta.

Albuquerque,

ii- -l

. : i

HOME

0

FAIR

ARMIJO, Prop.

ANTONIO

a

FRANKFOKT, KT.

'

i

YORK

NEW

In Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

111

t

0
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Win. CHAPLIN

Is

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL

O0CXXX)0CXXX)O0OOO00O0O0O

RIONEft

BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDINQ
CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guar
fuitpn first class baking.
Albuquerque.
:u7 S. First Street.

Furniture Crated Tor Shipment
Sold on ComTirsion.
J. W. MASTERS.
118 West Gold Ave.

T,

Am

SIMON

IP

STRONG BLOCK.
and

Lucero

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS

TO DATE SIGNS

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

and

201-21-

N. Second St.. Botb Pconea.
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JUST RECEIVED
IF YOUR GROCER DOES NOT SELL TH

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

FAMOUS

RUGS

AND CARPETS

msonBBBmaBM

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

A Ibert

TELL HIM YOU WILL TAKE NONE OTHER
HE58ES

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

9

SIXTEEN SCHOOLS

WEDDED TWO MONTHS
HUSBAND SKIPS

.

COUNTY COMMIS-

CLOSED YESTERDAY

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

SIONERS MET TODAY

Mrs. Reed of Oklahoma Made Necessary by Lack of Surveyor Rankin to Inspect
Dykes and Bridges ReFunds Which the Former
Thinks Husband Has Come
County Treasurer Holds.
pairs For Barelas Bridge.
to Albuquerque.
WRITES LETTliRTO CHIEF M'MILLIN WOULD HAVE CONTINUED A MONTH

Mrs. It. Y. Uteil, of dishing. Okla.,
has lost her husband, and, believing
ho Is In Albuquerque, has written Chief
of Police McMillin requesting him to
find the unfaithful spouse If possible,
and hold him until she can interview
him.
According to her letter, Mrs. Reed
was still a blushing bride of but two
months, when the man who promised
to "love and protect" her, took to the
woods, and it would seem, has remained there.
Mr. Heed Is t,9 years old, and accompanied his bride to the altar two years
ago the 2Sth of next August. Sixty
days later Heed vanished.
As Ueed resided in this city at one
time and a; Tuciimcarl at another
time, Mrs. Ueed has formed the opinion that perhaps he has returned to
sunny New Mexico. Sae says in her
letter to the marshal, that he left her
one morning with the team, saying he
Intended to drive seven miles west
into the country to work. It is possipost
ble that he missed the seven-miland is still headed west. He )s
as having blue eyes and a
light complexion.
The marshal ' is Instituting an Inquiry.

CESSPOOL

e

n

RIDING

IN

STYLE TO THE DOES NOT THINK
CONANNUAL

TWENTY-SIXT-

VENTION. TO TAKE PLACE
LOS ANGELES.

ALL HOPE IS CONE

IN

Train No. 1 of tonight will carry
eighty members of the American Association of (Jeneral Baggage Agents,
who are en route to Los Angeles, to
attend the twenty-sixtannual convention, which will take place on
March 14th.
The party occupies
three Pullmans and is traveling In
first class style. The word that is
being sent out along the line in advance of them is that "Nothing is too
good for them; they are paying their
way." Special tables have been reserved for them at the Alvarado,
apart from the general travel.
This is the first meeting of the
convention on the coast in sixteen
years.
Among the subjects that are to be
discussed by the association at the
convention are:
String checks vs. brass checks.
The printing of uniform conditions
on back of car checks; the advisability and legality of the same.
Uniform laws and regulations regarding disposition of unclaimed baggage.
The subject of separate wagon contracts for the transfer of passengers
and their baggage.
Further consideration and report on
the subject of limitation of liability
on baggage.
i ue question
of the agitation iu
different states relative to reducing
excess baggage rates and increasing
the free allowance.
New regulations, state of Pennsylvania, relative to transportation
of
the. dead.
Uniform system of forwarding and
recording values of packages, style of
label n, dass of articles to be band-le-

ATTORNEY LLEWELLYN STATES
THAT HE THINKS THERE IS
STILL A CHANCE
NOW FAVORS
SINGLE STATEHOOD.
(Hoomv indeed, whm the nnllnnl.- fur
il
ViutnPiln
..wic
gloomy were the faces of the supiMirt-erof jointure who stepped to read
St Jl t ehrk"

house this morning. Those members
present were Alfred Grunsfeld, Manuel Springer
and Severo Sanchez.
Clerk Walker served in his official
capacity for the first time, at today's
session.
The work to be done on the various
bridges and dykes i f the county was
considered at much length. County
Surveyor D. J. Rankin was ordered to
investigate the work to be done In
protecting property against floods and
to report at tho next meeting, to be
held March 17, at. 10 a. m. Mr. Rankin will Inspect the Rio Grande dykes
and its bridges, recommend necessary
repairs, etc., and estimate what the
cost will be in making additions and
alterations.
The commission orders Mr IVaitkin
to examine the Barelas bridge and ascertain whether It is safe from floods.
There is a feeling in certain quarters
that in case of high water the bridge
would prove extremely dangerous to
name over It.
On motion of Chairman Grunsfeld,
Surveyor Rankin was instructed
to
draw plans for needed repairs to the
ilarelas bridge, and to .report at the
next meeting.
Tho commission was notified that
insurance on the court house and Jail
is about to expire. The commissioners
voted to attend to this nt once.
On motion of Commissioner Springer
Juan R. Duran was selected to act as
assistant Janitor during the term of
district court this month. Sheriff
was vested with the necessary
authority to build a cess pool for the
jail, the work to be donu under the
direction of the county surveyor.
Relative to a complaint lodged
against the road supervisor in precinct No. 4, this official was ordered
to appear before the commission at
the next meeting.
Sheriff Perfecto Armljo's bond was
approved. This ended the business
of the commissioners and they adjourned, to meet March 17. at V a.m.

4,

4.

oftni-nmir-
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The Evening Citizen's posted bulletins
displayed during yesterday afternoon,
which announced that the Poraker
amendment had carried by a majority
of thirteen unlucky number.
However, several prominent jointur-istuf the territory, refuse to believe
that yesterday's action means the defeat of I he bill. "United States Attorney Llewellyn, who was in Albuquerque tor a short time last evening, en
route to his home in Ias Cruces, f rom
Santa Pe, in speaking of the matter,
said :
"The statehood fight in this congress is not over yet, not by any
means. As the bill now stands, it
can hardly be passed by the house un
less Cannon retires from the stand he,
has taken, which is very unlikely, butj
you must remember that Oklahoma
and Indian Territory are strong favorites, and that their fortunes are link-- :
t d to ours, in this matter.
A telegram
was sent to Washington yesterday by
a number of joint statehoodites, when
the news was received at Santa Fe,
request-inthe senate to admit New
Mexico alone. Wo would rather have
Joint statehood, but anything is pref-- ,
erable to the present state of affairs.
"If Speaker Cannon will not re-trench, and the conference committee!
tails to reach an agreement, as they
probably will, it simply means no1
of uniformity in rules and statehood for us, Arizona or Okla-regulations as to weight allowance boma."
for variation of scales.
After the business proper of the
SIX PIANOS IN ONE WEEK
convention lias been disposed of it is
expected that a number of side trips
The Whitson Music company has
to points of interest In California will
on display iu its windows the high
be arranged.
est priced set of special made snxo- JOIN THE CROWD AND GO TO phones that ever came to New .MexTHE FREE DANCE AT THE CA- ico. The public is cordially Invited to
HALL
SINO
TONIGHT. ALL IT call and se'e them. The management
COSTS IS THE CAR FARE. MUSIC of i he company report tho largest
week's business in years, having, in
BY THE MEXICAN ORCHESTRA.
the six days, sold one Genuine Chirk-erin- g
piano, one Kveritt, one KimTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ball, one Sehaeffer, and two used
pianos. This extraordinary
week's
FOR SALK Furniture of five room business reflects well upon the qualhouse. Monday ami Tuesday, 31." ity of goods this companv is offering
North Fifth street.
for sale.

I

FUNEKALS

s

The funeral ceremonies over iiie
remains of l.eo Lavine, the young
who passed away iu this
city a few days ago, took place this
morning from the church of the Immaculate Conception, at y o'clock, under the auspices of the Knights of
Columbus, of which the deceased was
a member.
Miss Kate Lavine, sister
of the deceased, arrvied in tho city
last night from Savannah, Ga., expecting to find her brother still alive,
having left Savannah before the message announcing his death had been
received. She was met at the dep:t
by a delegation of the Knights of Columbus who gently inlirnied her of
the demise of her brother, after which
they accompanied her to the Borders
parlors.
where the grief stricken
sister viewed the remains. Tho body
was interred in Santa Barbara cemetery.
,

THE GREATEST NOVELTY
IN
HIGH
CLASS
ENTERTAINMENT.
HAS DELIGHTED HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE IN THE
GREAT CITIES AND EDUCATIONAL
CENTERS OF THE WORLD. THE

CD

The funeral services of the late
Cruz Garcia took place
this
morning at 9 o'clock from the Sacred
In
Santa
Heart church, interment
Barbara cemetery.

GZ3

Ixiuis Kornberg expects to leave,
this evening, for St. Ixmis, and will
be absent about a week or tea days.
As stated in The Citizen, yesterday:
afternoon, the Roberts, .lohusnn &
Rand Shoe company of St. Ixmis will
open a branch store here in the)
store room receiillv vacated by T. Y.
Maynard, ami, it is understood, Mr.
Kornberg will have charge of the new
stote on his return to this city.

HAS TWO ASSESSORS

REMEMBER

ATTEND
CASINO
BY

THE

!

SHIRT WAIST SUIT8 FROM
SILK WAISTS FROM
WALKING SKIRTS FROM....

!!'.$15.00 UP
EVERYTHING FURNISHED AT THIS PRICE.
DON'T FORGET THE NUMBER
118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

THE
BLOW YOURSELF

'g a WHITE- LILY cigar (a box cf
thai brand would be better) and watch
-

your waist rneaauro expand with
Pleasure and pride. Honestly, the
WHITE LILY is a smoke to make a
sick man well, a well man Jump with
joy that he's alive and fit to smoke It.
All dealers at 5 cents the one; $2.00
the box of fifty:

35c.

FOR RENT

Co.

I Brunswick

A.
113"2

BILLIARD

0

POOL

2

j

Parlors

Best brands of Cigars and
bacco always on hand.

M.
Second

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Finest Whiskies

;

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

J

SAMPLE A NO

0

West Railroad Avemre

CLUB ROOMS

O400-0000IN BREAD MAKING.
Is tho most Important of all; that

the selection of proper flour. 4
There Is no difficulty about this if
Empress Hour is chosen. It la so
Rood and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be un- - J
surpassed by any milled. Theteet T
bread makers use It for that very z
reason.
T
Is

Gussaroff
Proprietor.
street, Barnett

Building.

M. BERGER,

O0000-K00

Wholesale Agent,

114 West Copper Ave. '

iI

0
V

EVERY

0

"KNOCK"

0

IS

0

A

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB
OLD

AU8TRIAN

0

'i

UNCLE

CATH

F
E D R A L

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

JOHNNY."

0

BORRADAILE & CO.,

0

2

Soovenirs

W

"BOOST.

0

117 Gold Avenue

0

Proprietor

South Second Street

received, large shipment of
Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of ail
Tnlmne
Iti fore buying give tis a call.
kindd
t

Crown Studio
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
t'l.',1- - West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

KING OF

old Coin Flour

Prop'r.

To-

Cleveland.

What's the use of healing the
house all up. when you can get a
good family dinner at the Columbus
Hotel on Sunday fo 2."i cents.

BARNETT,

JOSEPH

RICHARDS

THE FIRST LESSON

321

maker and apprentice girl wanted
Call
milliners.

J.

WESt

The St. Elmo

I 120

The finest place in the city to
spend your idle hours.

.l'.i--

by O'Brien Sisters,
Mondav morning.

0

S18AA1TP
sin no IIP

THE GREAT ENTER-

F.' S. HOPPING.

pi

0

MADE TO YOUR ORDER

Gold Avenue Hotel,
completely
furnished. Joint M. Moore Realty

&

AVfc.

HALL

IN SONG AND STORY,

HOTEL

G01O

MEXI-CA-

The Majestic

Us

s0

TAINMENT MONDAY NIGHT, AT
THE FIRST M. E. CHURCH. SOUTH

AFRICA,

WEST

Piques and

cillians,
Linens.

J

DON'T FAIL TO
FREE DANCE AT
TONIGHT. MUSIC
ORCHESTRA.

118

Call and see samples of
latest Spring Goods, Ce-- '

?.

BALMER'S
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT, KAFFIR EOY CHOIR, OR
"AFRICA IN SONG AND STORY,"
MONDAY NIGHT, AT FIRST M. E.

CHURCH.

If

MOVED TO

Santa Fe county at present, has two
county assessors. One, G. A. Collins,
a surveyor, appointed by Governor
Hagerman, immediately upon the removal of Anastacio Gonzales, upon
charges of incompetency, filed by
Traveling Auditor Safford. and which
were sustained by the decision of
Judge John R. McFie, at the conclusion of Gonzales' hearing, and the
other, Kvlward Andrews, appointed by
the county commissioners, who claim
the right to fill such vacancies. It is
thought the governor's appointee will
get the position, however, despite the
county commissioners' claim to the
right to make such appointments.

Albuquerque Novelty Works

I

A

Yfc- -

KAFFIR CHOIR.

Mrs.

Madame Gross

SANTA FE COUNTY

t

Ar-mij- o

h

d.

ORDERED FOR THE JAIL

The Bernalillo county commission
Sixteen schools in the county closed
for the term yesterday, after a three met in regular session at the court

months' course. This leaves but ten
districts where school Is still in progress. The closing has been made
necessary, owing to a lack of funds,
or, to be more explicit, because several thousand dollars for school purposes, are in the hands of Hon. Frank
A. Hubbell, and which he refuses to
hand over until the court decides
otherwise.
The closed districts are as follows:
I .a
Madera, San Antonito. Canonclto,
Sin Antonio. Tijera, El Cedro, Chilili,,
Ksraboso, Carmuel. Sedillo and Yrls-ariiall in the mountains; and Ixs
Candclarla, Pajarito, Atrlsco, Ranchos
de Atrisco and Ranches de Albuquerque.
Had these schools had the
funds which belong to them they
would have been able to continue
sessions for a month later, the length
of the average school term being
about, three months and a half.
Something like $3,500 Is In the safe
keeping of Mr. Hubbell. which otherwise would be available for school
purposes. The supreme court of the
territory recently sustained the decision of the lower courts, viich decided against P. A. Hubbell in his
claim to the office of county treasurer,
consequently, it is expected that In
EIGHTY BAGGAGEMEN
due time the county money in the
of Mr. Hubbell will be formCOMING TONIGHT ally
turned over.

Benoeio P. Perea, an
school superintendent of this county.,
and son. Max H. Perea and wife,
came in from Los Angeles last night,
and are visiting friends here today.
They will go to Bernalillo, his evening, where they will reside In tho future. The senior Perea has been absent from tllP colllltv fur llenrlv fnnr
years.
A driver on one of W. L. Trimble
& Co.'s
cabs wns Jarred from his
seat while driving on New York avenue, this morning, by crossing a
bridge. The team ran east on the
avenue to the rear of Third street,
where the cab wheels collided with
a telephone pole.
One wheel was
torn from the vehicle, but aside from
this, the runaway resulted in little
damage.
A. C. de Baca, the court Interpreter,
announced this morning that after
Lent he would begin the publication
of u Spanish weekly newspaper
in
Albuquerque, calied the Kl Suelto. Mr.
Baci says that his pajHT will be
neither republican, democratic nor
non partisan it; K)litics, and that tho
main objee; of the paper will be to
get "somebody hurt."
The name, Kl
Suelto, means "free of speech."
The residents on the noith side of
Silver avenue, between Second and
Third streets, are more confused than
ever as to the numbers on several
small houses. Heretofore the prevailing numbers were 217, i; 7 i and
217
but now they are 2111, 219
Col. J. G. Caldwell,
and 219
however, is happy, for the number on
his house is correct, but as to the
other houses well, that's another
thing.
Mrs. Paul Morton, wife of the president of the Equitable Lit Assurance
association, arrived,
from the
........ .i.t..
.
i
una! mumiug,
speniiuig
is
ami
.
..
2 l
Jo- 1.1
wie. ciij, uwmiiug 10 ieuu
mi? "ay
ill .1..
for Mexico on train No. , tonight.
Mrs. Morton passed through the city
going west on last Tuesday, and was
on the rear end of train No. 1, which
was wrecked at Tollec on Tuesday
night. The lady and friends enjoyed
a couple of days at the Gland Can- yon of Arizona.
Elfego Baca, of Socorro, district at
torney for the seventh district, was
iu the city today, accompanied
by
Prof. Rago R. Reyes.
l'rof. Reyes
lived two years in Kl Paso, where he
was connected with the Concho band,
and was leader of the Concho orchestra. Prof. Reyes played the saxophone at one time with Sousa's
band, and now contemplates organizing a band in Socorro, where he has
lived for the past two months. While
in the city, today, the professor purchased a $100 piano from Learned &
Lindemaun for his studio.
At the Tijeras avenue crossing,
this morning, when the Sauta Pe limited came down the right of way toward the depot, two boys, driving a
wagon, came very near meeting the
same fate that was dealt out to J.
W. Paxton. at the Mountain
Road
crossing, the other day.
The boys
had just started up the incline of the
crossing, when they looked north and
saw the train coming. Thty Jerked
the lines just In Inie to save themselves, wagon and hoive. It was, Indeed, a narrow escape.
1
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LOOSE-LEA- F

BINDERS

Strongest Locking Device
Greatest Expansion
Easiest Manipulated
We

art exclusive Agents.

.S.Lithgov&Co.
1SOO K

Ill.NDKKS

i
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DANGERS OF THE DARK

The Telepuone Is a

BURGLARS!

Telephone the Police
FIRE!
Telephone H'.e Fire
Iicpartim nt.
ILLINESS!
Telephone the Doctor.
YOU NEED

A

ready messenger

IT NEVER TIRES!
The Telephone Is an

alert watchman

IT NEVER SLEEPS!

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
OCXDOOOOCCOCXDCCC)COOCOOOOO

Wootton

&

Myer,

Real Estate
AND

Ranches

RENTALS

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
Ti S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

I

STAGE L

Carrier the Unite? States mall;
only Hue with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, hore and drivers;
rig leaver Albuquerque every Monday
Weduesday and Friday at 5 a. tu. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK. Proprietor. Perea. H. M.

RANKIN & CO.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,.
LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Arm!)o Eullding.
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"Jerry From Kerry," as presented

who have not. htiil an opportunity

of
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1908.

FEmd

5nv

hearing mis stellar organization of
Prict25fS0?&'LQ0
musicians for two yearn, and In Hint
time many Improvements have been
made In the organization, among
them Udng the addition of tho fa- ALBUQUERQUE FAKIR
Slgnor
mous soloist and trumpeteer,
Tedileo Dl Olrolamo, who has so far
JOURNAL CORNERED
mastered his Instrument as to be able
to perform the most difficult passages
without the labored effort noticeable ITS HABIT OF MAKING "SPECIAL
DISPATCHES' 4N ITS OFFICE
A muin some musician's playing.
DENOUNCED.
sician to his finger tips, and a man
of striking personally, the Slgnor Is
'
one of the features of Ellery's faFrom Ins Vegas Optic, March S.
will
mous band. The organization
The Journal, of Albuquerque,
In
render two concerts
this city, 4 published
yesterday morning two
March 24th, one matinee and a night
alleged Washington telegrams,
performance,
at the Elks' Opera
one of which quotes Oovernor
House.
that the Foraker
t'' Otero ns saying
amendment will not be passed;
The next attraction booked for the
tho other quoting W. H. Childers
Elks' Opera House Is the old reas saying it will. The alleged
liable and well known English so'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The average number of days the
Otero telegram Is a pure fake, as
ciety drama, "Dora Thome."
IJke
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF
schools of the whole territory were
"East Lynne," and "Uncle Tom's 'g Governor Otero Isn't In Washing--ton- ,
(Small
Holding Claim No. 548.)
kept open Is 114. This Includes both
Cabin," It Is a play that always
hadn't been there for a long
THE TERRITORY the
Department of the interior. United
pleases, no matter how many times H' time, and while In Las Vegas yes- rural and the graded town and
Mrs. J. F. Palmer, wife of the North
States Lnnd Office, Santa Fe, N. M
city schools. The latter are sustained First street grocery merchant,
seen, and the version presented by
terday denied ever having sent
left
March 5, 1906.
any telegram from anywhere sny- -'
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC IN- about sixty to seventy days. Hence this morning for Yorkville, 111., where
Rowland & Clifford Is said to be one
Notice Is hereby given that the folloing that the Foraker amendment
of the best that has ever been written
STRUCTION HADLEY SUBMITS the average of 114 days Improves the her mother Is not expected to live. wing-named
claimant has filed nofrom this well known novel. "Dora V wouldn't pass. Up to the time
real showing of the rural schools, and Mrs. Palmer's mother is 90 years of
INTERESTING STATISTICS.
tice of his Intention to make final
Thorne" will be presented here the
when he was shown the special
detracts from that of the city schools. age.
proof in support of his claim under
evening of March t7th.
to the Optic yesterday, which
For the benefit of Bome whb do not Sections 16 and 17 of the act of
In the mall last night from tho A similar difference exists in regard
'4 said that Foraker would ask for
to
so
salaries.
brings
north, the same mall that
understand why they are required to March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
the elimination of New Mexico
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES
The Important question Is: How can pay a second poll tax this year, It is amended
many "special dispatches" to our esby the act of February 21,
V and Arizona, he had believed the
advantages
give
we
schools
to
rural
teemed contemporary, from Santa Fe
stated that the poll tax paid some 1893 (27 Stats.. 470). and that said
V Foraker amendment would pass,
city?
of
equal
the
to those
weeks ago was for the year 1905, proof will be made before the U. S.
and l.as Vegas. The Citizen received
Mr. Frank Consor, supervisor of la
HIRAM HADLEY.
and has made no expression to
while the poll tax now being collected Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
a communication from Prof. Hadley,
tlian schools, has made a tcur of
specontrary.
Childers
The
Instruction.
Supt.
the
of Public
Is for the
superintendent of public Instruction,
year 1906. Those who N. M., on April 14. 1906, yt: Pilar
to the day schools under the
clal quotes Spooner as making a
giving the following interesting stafail to pay this poll tax on or before Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25, T. 7 N.,
charge of this school. Accompanied 4 terrific speech against the state-well.
the date of the coming spring mu- R. 2 E., and In Sec. 30, T. 7 N., K. 3
tistics relative to the public schools OSTRICHtS TO
by Mrs. ConBor. he left last night for
hood bill. As Senator Spooner
nicipal election will be dlBquaJIfled E., lot 2. Sees. 25 and 26, T. 7 N., R.
of the territory.
of the Elks' Crow Agency. Montana.
Asso-The management
in
the
4 has not been quoted
2 E-- . and Tract A In lot 3, in Sec. 35.
REPLACE CATTLE from voting.
Dr. William H. Todd, who has servopera house, it is understood, is
any
making
elated Press as
While riding his wheel home to T. 7 N., R. 72 E., and2 Tract B. lot 3.
making valiant efforts to secure 'The ed as agency physician among the 4 speecn. and as he is a joint
N., It.
E., and Sec. 2,
Sec. 35, T.
Divine Sarah" Bernhardt, for one per- Osago Indians for a number of years, '4 statehood man. anyway, this dls-PREDICTION ABOUT FUTURE IN- supper about' 6:30 o'clock last even- T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
ing,
D.
Caldwell
was
precipitated
J.
SAID
ARIZONA,
TO
IN
formance at this house dining the has recently been appointed agency
DUSTRY
patch was probably as much of a
names the following witnesses
i& 2s
to the ground, at tho corner of Sec- to Ho
a .
spring. It Is known that Bernhardt physician for this agency. He spent Jf fake as the Otero dispatch.
BE MONEY MAKER.
prove his actual continuous adverse
avenue,
Railroad
ond
street
a
and
as
"4
has the date of May 28th open, and yesterday at the school and left last 4' 4
"4
a
4
4
4 4 4 4
4
possession of said tract for twenty
a
Joseph H. Klbbee, governor of Ari- result of his trousers catching in the years
negotiations have been started by evening for Iaguna, N. M., where he
next preceding the survey of
5 R
2 r:S
i. zona, predicts that within five years chain of the wheel. A bone In his the township, viz:
wire with a view to booking the fa- will minister to the needs of the Pu Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
fractured,
entirely
right
arm
way
was
the
arm
given
left
will
have
mous Frenchwoman for this date. If eblo Indians in that section.
cattle
Remedy In His House.
."a
t
31.
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque,
Mrs. Esther M. Dagnette, wno has
H
oc
to ostriches on the alfalfa ranches ol sprained and one of the legs badly' N. M.; Sisto Baco y Baca, of Albu"We would not be without Chambersuch should be the case .Albuquerque
might well pride herself on the na been teaching at this school until
The largest ostrich wrenched. He walked to a surgeon's querque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Allain's Cough Remedy. It is kept on
that territory.
on February 20, has accept- hand continually In our home." says
ture of the theatrical attractions her
in America Is located ten miles office and had the wounds dressed.
buquerque, N. M.; Placldo Salazar y
IJernalillo ...l'.3 138 124,250 $55.88 farm
theater goers have had the oppor- ed a position in a day school near W. W. Kearney, editor of the Inde-- j Craves
west of Phoenix. It contains more
Colonel J. A. Wood, manager of the Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
40
144
18,522
64.12
tunity of witnessing this season. We Phoenix, Ariz., and left last night for pendent, Lowry City, Mo. That 13 Colfax
1,000
birds. The Gold Bullion Mining company, in the
Any person who desires to pro37 155
62.50 than
17.816
have seen Modjeska, now let us see her new field. Mrs. Dagnette has Just what every family should do.
feathers, from them yield annuallly Golden district, and Charles G. Thay- test against the allowance of said
133
Ana
65.20
Dona
6.945
...19
made a host of friends while here, When kept at hand ready for Instant Eddy
her only peer," the, divine Sarah."
$30,000. It Is claimed that the plum- er, of the same district, are in the city proof, or who knows of any substan3S 142
60.72 age
16.455
and all wish her success In her new use, a cold may be checked at the outof the ostrich raised in Arizona fo ra few days. Colonel Wood stated tial reason under the laws and regu31
55.12
145
14,840
Among
attractions work.
the coming
is
set and cured in much less time than Grant
beautiful than that of the that his company was Installing
more
lations of the Interior Department
3,290
54.83
outing agent, has after It has become settled In the Guadalupe ...11 109
Mr. Dagnette,
booked for this season is Charles R.
in South Africa. Ostrich
birds
raised
in the mines as fast as it why such proof should not be allowed
19
4,450
54.93 growers
85
Hanford, the well known Interpreter completed arrangements whereby he system. This remedy is also without Lincoln
estimate their chicks worth arrived, and that when all had arrived will be given an opportunity at the
11 158
78.62
6,840
roles, and his has secured work for 30i Indians In a peer for croup in children, and will Luna
of Shakespearean
time and place to
$loo at six months old, $150 at one and had been put In place, the Golden
13 171
8,955
80.68 year,
equally talented leading lady. Miss the beet fields around Rocky Ford. prevent the attack when given as soon McKinley
e
$200 to $250 at three years, mines would be equipped with as fine
the witnesses of said
.37
41.62
70
5,370
Drofnah, who will appear here, Sat- Colo. These will be supplied mostly as the child becomes hoarse, oi even Mora
years of age, when they machinery as could be found In the claimant, and to offer evidence in
:;u 120
60.27 while at four
10,850
urday, March 31st, at matineo and from tho Indian schools in the south- after the croupy cough appears, which Otero
rebuttal of that submitted by claimto breed, they are valued at territory.
9 111
2,465
49.o begin
night performance, of "The Merchant west. Mr. Dagnette has also several can .only be done when the remedy Is Quay
ant.
There are
$800 a pair and upwards.
W. Steere Organ company,
The
J.
71
37.8
Kio Arriba
.5
7.495
of Venice" and "The Taming of the hundred Indians at work on the Yuma k.ept at hand. For sale by all
MANUEL R. OTERO.
pairs of ostriches In the Salt River of Springfield, Mass., has been let the
.24 137
53.5
8,755
Roosevelt
Shrew." In the. last named Shake- dam and other public works in southRegister.
valley that $2,500 would not buy.
contract for the new $5,000 pipe organ
97
3,365
spearean comedy, Hanford Is at his ern Arizona. He says that Indian la.18
38.68
Sandoval
for the Presbyterian church, the same Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
7,420
51.53
San Juan ...2S 103
best, as is his wife. Miss Drofnah, bor Is very much in demand.
CATTLE ARE IN
COMING EVENTS
being a donation by Joshua S.
49.80
who, it will be noticed, spells her
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
FINE CONDITION. San Miguel... 7 9 llo 21.665
Our farmer. Mr. Calkins, Is busy
It is to be completed by June
92
37
name backwards, merely for stage with his gang of large boys, planting
9,168
53.30
Itch.
The stockmen throughout the south- Santa Fe
15, will le twenty-threpurposes. Mr. Hanford has studiously and seeding the farm and garden.
18
feet wide,
4.281
90
52.20
All of these diseases are attended
ern section are rejoicing because of Sierra
March 17 Dora Thorne.
applies himself to the mastering of
32
7.621
51.15
93
March 24 Ellery's Royal Itulian twenty feet high, made of quarter by intense Itching, watch is almost inOur
Perry Isamanwa, is the prospects for the most prosperous Socorro
31
oak, and operated by a water motor. stantly relieved by applying ChamberShakespearean roles and to say that sufferingshoemaker.
82
43.8a band.
5,186
pneu- year they have had in a long time. Taos
from
an
of
attack
fitt
11
46.70
he has fully succeeded. Is putting it monia.
1,915
Cattle are coming out of tho winter Torrance
March 31 Charles Hanford Com- There will be six stops on the great lain's Salve, and by its continued use
organ, ten on the swell, two on the a permanent cure may be effected. A
mildly.
8,784
27 112
57.79 pany In Shakspearlan Plays.
Our clerk, Mr. Dwyre, Is on the sick nice and fat, and the losses have been Union
pedal, with eight couplers. There has, in fact, cured many cases that
31 107
46.69
7.715
comparatively nothing. The present Valencia
list this week.
Yes, and maybe the vegetarians are will be a total of 994 pipes. The new had resisted other treatment. Price
table, each
Note In the abov
year means a big success and will put
The coming of Ellery's band of
The investigation still continues.
graded schools to blame for next summer's high price $2o.00() Presbyterian church will be 25 cents per box. For sale by all
every live stock owner In good flnan
soloists Is eagerly being awaited by
dedicated May 1.
druggists.
of Ice.
Try a Citizen want ad.
is counted as a school.
the lovers of good music In this city,
clal condition.

Perry, at Elks' Opera
by Tntten
House, last evening, to a largo audience, despite the fact. that. It la l.ent.
was a little of everything, hut all
pleasing and of merit. The fun commenced with the opening Mil. a one-aplaylet enltled "Joe. the News
Hoy," In which U. H. Terry Interpreted four different characters, and
Miss Lizzie Terry, the leading lady,
handled the double role of "Joe" and
Mrs. Pelknap. An olio, following ibis
sketch, was Jammed full of rattling
good speclalites, every one of which
Pick
special mention.
deserves
Mitchell, in his qaint Vermont dialect sayings, kept the audience roaring, and his trombone solo won merited applause. Herb Terry, with his
song. "What a Difference a Few
Hours Make," made good, as did
Campbell and Fletcher, tin' acrobats,
and the Florence sisters, In a song
and dance turn, followed by Major
clever
Oallouette, nn exceedingly
slack w ire artist. Altogether, the olio
was one of the best vaudeville entertainments witnessed In this city for
manv days, and far superior to the
olios of the minstrel companies who
have played here. As the closing act
Fatten & Terry presented a laugh-aid- e
farce, "An Editor's Troubles."
which kept the audience laughing
from the beginning until the full of
the final curtain. One thing noticeable and appreciated about the Patten & Terry company. Is the fact that
every member of the cast does some
specialty, and does It exceedingly
&

CANNOT BE EXCELLED. SEE
THAT YOUR ORDER CALLS FOR
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THE IR.esidleiniee SecUioim? iSayDidl Youi Go Dowe or Up?
Sit Upp Yoji HmeBi!deirf TaHi Notice Yoa Iimvesttoirt
S22B2EBZ&SSDD

that Albuquerque: is a city; a steady, rapidly growing CITY Do you know the critical stage
long passed; that no matter where or how this Territory may develop, Albuquerque
demands her toll; that she is IT

DO you realize

Again, You Conservative Speculators

You Men Who Dream of Money
DO you know we own

that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the
CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION? That, beginning at one park, and
ending at another, it will also be parked on both sides throughout its length?
DO you know

the "CAPITOL HILL OF ALBUQUERQUE?"

That we possess the limited supply of what, from this time forth, MUST be in
THE SLOPE
much demand? That we, and we only, have THE HEIGHTS
THE VIEW? That, in one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of
the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to residence purposes exclu-

sivelyNo Factoreis, No Stores, No Saloons, No

is drawn beyond which no dwelling may
That, on this street, a building-lin- e
project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
constructed, shall cost less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in
all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to come, his
home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such

etc? That
we own our own water plant and will furnish you water, piped to your property
line, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement walks
and line the streets with trees?
Boarding-house-

is

s,

JUST SIXTY SITES

AT

THIS A VEMU Eh

We Mow Offer Building Sites, 100x132 Feet, 1000 to 1200! Think you Ambitious iVlan.
Borrow If Neccessary; But Buy! Wait, and Someone Will be Glad to Treble
Your Price! We Hold Not All the Best, but the Best of All!
rtiTI ft tf3iP7rTTj!Trxrjrxvaa

The Terrace Mddition Improvement Company
STAMM, Secretary
M.
P.

and Selling Agent

mm

SATURDAY,

MARCH10.

AMiU 3UKHOUE EVENING

1906,

CITIZEN.

SEVEN

PACE

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
of Frwh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Uulldiug. :sortn Third Street

Wholesale Grocers

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAiNTS. OILS,

Gold C an Fi out
Sec

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather. Harness, Saddles, I.ar
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
tnetto Roof Taint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W)9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established In 1882

That Your Grocer Gives You Gold Coin Flour

F. C. PRATT

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

& CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im
boden's Granite Flour.

AV13

crusheil. He is now at his homo at
1013 South Second street.

ANTIC I PATE D
YOUR WANTS
Rstock

Scientific Wonder.
The cures that stand to Its credit
make Hucklen's Arnica Salve a scientific wonder. It cured R. It. Million!,
lecturer for the Palrons of Husbandry,
Waynesboro, Pa., ot a distressing case
of piles. It heals the worst burns,
a. res, bolls, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chilblains and salt rheum. Only 2."c at
all drug stores.
A

of

In buying our 1906

and now have on disefrigerator;
play a beautiful line of the celeRefrlgeratort.
brated BALDWIN
Come early and aet your pick and
if we can't uit you from stock we
will get your order in with our
second shipment.
J.

Cor. Coal and Second

Agents for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

TO

THiS CHANGE

at her parlors, No.
209 West Railroad
avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair ..dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injuri
ous. She also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
hair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous hair. Also a faco powder, a
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
are
cure. Al! of these preparations
purely vegetable compounds. Have
just added a vibrator machine for
treatment of seal), face, and cure of
wrinkles. It is also used for rheumatism, pains and massage.
Mrs. Damblni,

SE-

BARGAINS IN

CURE

A R N E S S

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
ooil
We arc offering some very s pedal prices on this line of
and It will certainly pay you to tot out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

A Lively Tussle.
with that old enemy of the race, constipation, often ends in appendicitis.
To. avoid all serious trouble with stom- ach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They perfectly regulate these organs, without pain or
discomfort. 25c at all drug stores.

oooooc

RAILROAD TOPICS

ooeoooooooosK3oeooooooci

TO IRRIGATE TEN

Chaves, claim agent for the tosi division of the Mexican Central,
J.
Santa Fe. on thp Uio Grande di- vit:i headquarters at Cardenas.
George ISrockman, traveling engivision, is in the city on official busineer of the Chihuahua division of the
ness.
Central, will collie to Juarez to asThere are many ways of expressins sume temporarily the position which
No permaMr. Cavanaugh vacates.
it, but a railroad boy sprung this yesnent appointment has yet been anterday:
'I'm ho hard up I couldn't
ride as far as the first whistllns post nounced.
Mr. Cavanaugh's
transferral was
even if the fare around the world
was a penny." How's that for a hard suggesled to him in a letter received
some days ago, asking whether he
luck story?
would accept the new position. In reKlwood VanWye, who formerly re- sponse to his reply ho thi3 morning
sided in IX'inlnK, and who has been in received instructions to leave at once
the employ of the Kl Paso and South- for Curdeuas.
Hetore coming to Kl Paso, Mr. Cavwestern road for the past two years
or more, with hcaiiiuarters at Doug- anaugh was stationed a: the City of
las, Ariz., has be n promoted from Mexico.
bralieman to conductor.

THOUSAND ACRES.
The Iirown Realty company of Kl
Paso and Las Cruces have filed on
10,0(10 acres of land In the Mimhres
valley east of neming and Is soon to
construct a canal ten miles long to
irrigate the lands. This project will
add several thousand acres of cultivated lands to Luna county.

G.

HAD

President II. L. Wincholl of the
Hock Island system, who is at lxs
Angeles, says that the Rock Island
has no Intention of building lo the
Pacific coast. "We do not see where
we would be repaid, and our relations
with the. Southern Pacific are most
friendly."

FOOT

CRUSHED
ON

DOCKET FOR
SILVER CITY COURT.

In SilThe. district court convenc-ver City yesterday, with Jnrtfre FranK
W. Parker on the bench. The docket
Is the lightest for several terms, and
It Is thought tha-- court will only be
In session for two or three weeks.
It will not cost, you a cent to try
Chamberlain's
Stomach and
Tnhtotfl nn,l thv Ara vllnnt for
stomach troubles and constipation.
Get a free sample at any drug store

D. EMMONS.

Both Phones
Sole

LIGHT

SANTA FE CENTRAL

THREE OF SOUSA'S MEN?
Sam Cornet t of Hazard, was in town

this week,
Granvlll Cornett of Camp creek, is
in town today.
Joe Horn of Pig Creek, was In town
last week on business. Hydcn iKy.)
Thousandst icks.
Japanese statesmen and scientists
are finding fault with the country's
diet. The Hungarian diet then 'isn't
the only one that causes trouble.

NOTICE

cross-examin-

coin-poun-

Q om

Iff

Tf
i

tiDi92 io 81 miles

--

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
Corner rrst and Tljerat Road.

e

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

iiif

Guarantee a Cure
or Will Refund the

& Co.

Money.

Until very recent years, it was
thought that catarrh was a disease of
the blood, bum wo modern science
has proved that catarrh is a germ
disease, and can be cured only by a
treatment that will kill the germ and
heal the mucous membrane of the
nose and throat.
Therefore, when you have catnrrh,
you can readily see that if you want
to cure it, you should use Hyomei,
which medicates the air you breathe,
thus killing tho catarrhal germs and
healing the smarting, and raw membrane of the passages through the
nose and throat.
The complete Hyomei outfit, consisting of an Inhaler, a bottle of Hyomei, and a medicine dropper, costs
only $1, while extra bottles can be
obtained for 5) cents.
.1.
H. O'Reily & Co. have sold a
great many Hyomei outfits, and the
more they aell, the more convinced
they are that they ire perfectly safe
in guaranteeing to refund the money
if Hyomei does not cure.
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General Baildlng Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

.
Jus: received two carloads
Carriages,

Buggies,

of fine

Runabouts

tailor-mtrl-

Frost King
Frost Queen
Chamois Vest

and Phaeton.

Cr

Ma do of chamois,
with flannel - iu Ut, iioft and com-fo- rt

SPECIAL LOW PRICES

h nit).

LiLn everything fIo tn thl
fttnr. ther riHia arc tnitiruntccd
to ivu cntirp atiifitrt ion.

TAKE

Frie; :r.MI
Fo Hal Ut

The Williams

CURE

AND

COUGH

THE

LUNGS

Pries
S0c&$1.00
Fret Trial.
Surest ana Uuickent Cure for bit
THROAT and LUNO TBOUB-LX- S,

(JGUGHSand

Room

J. KORBER

Corrlllo

Man.

aawB.

Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

A. E. WALKER,

DOTH 'PHONES
moocccoccxxxxxxxxxxxxiovoo

wxsmj'

By.-.m-

rfr'T

-

.anwinii

i

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Haldrldge'i
yard.

M.

Colo., Red 284; Auto,

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
Automatic 'phone, CS&. Office, 208ty
?00 North Broadway. Corner of Was
lngton Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
West Cold Avenue.

VuJS.v a

iv .nrriiiT

1

Wo mm

C TLT
TITS
Tini
or
lVAeiropoixs
iew lviexico
of The Atchison, Topeka &. Santa Fe Railway

Cut-o- ff

0

south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

l

The El I'a-- o Times correspondent
from Alamogoido. writing under date
of March ti. says: H. J. Anderson,
president of the First National bank
of Alamogordo, has been appointed
tho transfer agent for the iransf.r of
Island
the stock of the El Paso-RocKailway company, EI i'aso & Northcompany.
Dawson
eastern Railway
Railway company. Dawson Fuel com
&.
Sacrapany, and the Alamogordo

sod residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out w;tn broad 80 and
streets, with alleys
churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitant!; largest mercantile establishments
restaurants, etc. Helen Is the largest ihlpplns point for wool, flour, wbeit. wine, beans md hay In Central

Of l.uuu business

70-fo-

$16,0'K);

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL

The lots offered are

In

first-clas-

:

wide, with beautiful lake and public

pari and grand

In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad
Ne
GO OVER

no sand or jrave!

JOHN BECKER,

trees; publle school house, Cuet-Inbarrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
city in the near future cannot be estimated
old shade

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flrst-cls-

si

bakery, tailor snop, shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing shoe, alanlng

m!H,

s

TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
APPLY AT ONCE FOR M
AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

TRANSFER OF MEXICAN

CENTRAL YARDM ASTER.
J. Cavauaugh, for the past two
years master mechanic of the Mexican
Central at Juare, has been transferred to the iniKrtant petition of
uiasicr mechanic of the San Luis

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
bsrnest shop, etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel.

coal and wood yard, drug store,

mento Mountain Railway company,
wph offices In 'he First National
Hank building.

.1.

AND

L'O

&

M. GRENADINO & CO.

DRAGOIE

A

a.

MEXICO.

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will he
served promptly at any hour of the
night. Prices will be from 25c to 30c.

INSURANCE.

W.H.Hahn&Co

mAfvinv "mmm.nur
mTfi it f

CO.,

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

Block

- MILL WOOD
KINDLINO

COKE

pack-

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is iu upstart at
the business. There Is no other just Thornton. Iioth 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

a.iw.;n.m.

Ammrlran

$6.00

CLEANING
Moving,

GRADI

COML
Per Ton

THORNTON Tho Cltmncr
Cleans everything. He Is the

Furniture

A.

XXXXOCXXXXXXXX)OOC)COOOOOC

BACK.

CARPET

N. T. Armljo Building.

17.

Dealers In Groceries, Proviilonti, Hay,
i
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wlneg, Lbjuors
and Cigars. Place your ordera for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

AA-V-'-

STEAM

&

NEW

had far better be done right In the
beginning, as thereby endless repairs
are unnecessary.
That is why it
pays to have your plumbing Installed
by first class workmen. Real estate
'
owners never regret their contracts
with the Standard Plumbing Co., as
they have tho best of reasons for appreciating the care, skill and experience exercised by men who are thorough masters of their trade.

F. COPP, D. D. S.
TOTI

i

OLDS

or M0NE1

REPOSITORY.

ALBUQUERQUE,

I

0NSUMPTI0N

FOR

THROUGH OUR

NEW WORK

B.

EtlLLTME

NOV.'

Drug Co.

FRONT STORE.
W. Railroad Ave.
Iioth phones.
BLUE

117

A LOOK

LARGE

A
n
rmure ixaiiroaa

T? .

Third and MarquetU

Ladies, Riding laggings just In.
Stern, the R. R. Ave. Clothier.

'mrW.V'taP

Located on the Belen
AA

Do you Intend buying a vehicle to enjoy the summer months?
4)
don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle we O
have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes. Ton Bur- gles. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of all kinds. A
la uvfcttjr uurtuoc yuu mo iiui ntn.
jine anu FCO US.

WHAT IS CATARRH?

y

aimmin

t
t
If you do

Register.

ay Hyomei

0

IAYV PRICES

MANUEL R. OTERO.

J. H. O'Reilly

DAYS

E,SY TERMS

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
son under the laws and regulations and supplies and horse-powe- r
pumpif the Interior department, why such ing outfits.
proof should not be allowed, will be Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
given an opportunity at the aliove
mentioned lime and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted hv claimant.

Qi

qjmr3Br

BUYING

Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance or said proof,
r who knows of any substantial rea-

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

'MfciiiMssyr
mrnm, t urn

CARRIAGE

of

station.

'MUiagJ
TumiwiM,

THESE ARE

!

i

In w
The delivery of seveiiiy-tw- o
engines ordered by the Santa Ke of
tho Baldwin liconiotive Work-- ; of
Philadelphia, will begin shortly. Of
are
the engines ordered twenty-fou- r
of the Atlantic type, eleven of tin
d
Santa Fo type, eleven of the.
pacific type, which are to have
a total weight of L'l'fi.Toii pounds, with
151. Sun iwdinds or. the
drivers, and
twenty-siengines,
switch
lo weigh Hl.noo pounds, which
v to
be delivered In April.
The Deming draphic says: 1.. M.
Moftltt, tornierly
In
the Sam a Fe
ticket serice at Kansns City, rt lieves
Mr. Tudor us ticket agent a.t the Santa
Fe depot here. Mr. Moflltt comes with
wide knowledge In railroad work, and
will give the Deming l'uhlie the best
of his experience. Mr. Tudor resigns
In cause it ill health, and after a short
will return to his
rest from work
home i'i .Michigan. During their short
stay with iin, Mr. and Mrs. Tudor have
won he esteem of all.

"RcSs"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

JOHNSON

WITH

laxative

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We bave added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them tbey
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to as
and we will straighten them out for you.

A. SLEYSTER

The wagon bearing Camilo Aragon,
threatened who was injured while loading ties at
mail clerks, Mcintosh station on the Santa Fe
the Rock Island has acceded to their Central on Thursday, reached the city Always. Remember the Full Name- lemands, and will hercatter turn all, between S and !) o'clock last night
Rromo
full length mail cars at Caldwell. wlth the crippled young man very lit
Kan., ho as to have the end contain- - tle the worse from the all day trip Cures a Cold fa One Day, Grip ui 2 Dayi
Iiiit the Ktor:iiru cmnnartniellts at the thronirh Hie mountains
Aragon is not as severely injured
on every
front of the train. The clerks asked
this as a protection in case of wrecks. as first reported. Instead of botn legs
bom. 25c
(being broken below the knees, as
,
..
e
"r
U'ated fn a telegram received yester-inT'"aJU
U?
through-thcity yesterday with-,damornln , hg lmc,
b
carrypeons,
by
out its usual load of
,
(lon he h.,s on, a
sh , fot
,
consignment
this
large
ing an extra
,hir,
,tg
bf n restorP(1 t
morning. As they unloaded at the
oonfllUon wit-- care
cal station to let the car cleaners ren- Al,1BIn amnu!)U(1 , Jun
lie(wepn
up
, ;
ovate the car in watch they came
tWo rars
,
.
......
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.
nenkerl
manv
cane
from
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rl -r':iso ihetr
Wlien Ills
Innt
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'
mission inm'!.
hats gav the picturesque
i
caught between the bumpers and
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architecture of the Alvarado an
hanced appearance.
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In consequence
boycott by the railway

Staple and Fancy

PUBLICATION.

FOR

(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Groceries
Department of the Interior, United
States I.and Office, Santa Fe. N. M.. HllUboro creamery Butter Best on
March 8, l!tifi.
Earth.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery
lice of his intention to mako final
214 South Beeonfl Street.
proof in support of his claim, tinder
sections Hi and 17, of tho act of March
J.
3, ism, c'ti Stats., 854), as amended
INSURANCE, REAIj ESTAT-Eby the act of February 21. 1893. (27
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
bp made before the
United States)
Automatic Telephone, 174.
commissioner at Albuquerq'ue, N. M '
on April 17, 1906, viz., Emilio Sanchez,!
A. D.
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
lu sections 24 and 25, township 7
north, range 2 east.
j
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse'
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per-altN. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Kerninlo Perea, of
Peralta, N. M., and Manuel Alderete,

accident
occurred while
aragon was
loading ties at
Mcintosh

CO., INC.

&,

All Kind

What Is It?

By AH Odds the Best Made

GROSS, KELLY

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M..BERGER,
President
4r,ws ntft'rfc

csx

Secretary

fl
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ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT.

rxs

DAY

ft

AND WEATHER.

Rin or mow tonight and Sunday,

except fair in southwest portion.
Colder Sunday and in extreme southern portion tonight.

SHOES PLEASE

OUR

t jouoouucx

Sun rise, 6:19; set, 6:02; length of
sunshine, 11:43. The moon will rise
this evening about the time the sun
sets, being full or opposite the sun.
Day has been warm and pleasant,
with a little wind.. This is the anniversary of the birth of Alexander
Clark, wrc was born In 1834.

xjococxxxxjoogcxx

The eye. iho font and tlio pock el book.
FashionaMu to the highest
dcgrep, thry have UlnUnRuiflhlnR marks that raises them above the
ordinary and maks thoni stand out conspicuously n comparison with
the usual knM.: Bvery pair Is carefully Inspected, to seo that they
are rightly made to fit the foot properly and comfortably.'
Our prices are the very lowest, consistent with reliable quality.
JCXX--

A.

a

OF TRAINS.

ARRIVAL

The

Santa

4

Ke

lows:

Nos.
No.
No.

JUOOOOCXXXXXXX)

o'clock report of nrrivul of
passenger train :h hs fol-

1, 2, 8 and 9. on time.
4
Three hours lute.
7
Thirty minutes late.

admlnlstrat Ion.
An alarm of fire, this morning,
called the
shortly after 9 o'clock,
department to the rear of Conroy's
grocery, at the comer of Coal avenue and A mo street. A pile of rubbish Iid lucerne Ignited and developed Into ii large sized blaze, which
wag the cause of the alarm.
The
binze was quickly extinguished.
The territorial news columns of thP
Vegas Optic of March 9, was exceptionally go (I. More than three quarters of tin space was taken up wi'h
Interesting articles scissored from the
columns of The Evening Citizen, but
news editor
the usually
of the Optic neglected to credit, the
aforesaid clippings to this papi r.
Colonel W. J. Murray, the well
known mining man, returned to the
city yesterday from a few days' visit
to the Omgrande camp. Colonel Murray stated that the camp has a business-like
air. ami Is fast growing Into
a place of importance.
He also re
marked that a 40-tosmelter was to
be erected at once, and that the city
dads were going to put in an up to
date water system. Several rich
strikes have
made there of late,
the cok:nel said, and it was his opinion that the camp was destined
for
greater things.

Is

Dress Shoes
Men's Heavy Shoes
Women's Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Children's Shoes

to
to
to
to
to

$2.50
$1.75
$1.50
$1.25

'.

.'

85

Don't Forget to Use
FAMOUS GOLD COIN FLOUR.

$4.00
$3.00
$4.00
$3.50
$2.25

Best and Cheapest.

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure th best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are
liable and personally guarantee them.
AVhen

r.

F. TROTTER

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second street.

1 Geo. W.Hickox

The

T.JY . Maynard

Co.

Hickox-Mayna- rd

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

The Arch Front

Sooth Second Street

JUST iN

w hitman's Candies
The finest candy made at any price: absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Ctaoo o'latcs and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

purt.

J.

H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Druggists

Barnett Building

the West Railroad avenue
milliners, has returned from
St.
Louis,
where she. spent
several
months visiting relatives and buying
and Ktudying spring and summer mil
linery.
In the future, all classified advertisements must be paid for In ad
vance, this rule being adopted because
the amount Is usually too small to be
carried on the books. However, this
rule applies only to those who have
Hi) large account.
Joshua S. Rayuolds, whose brother
tiled at Canyon City, Colo., on Thurs
day, passed through
the city this
morning en route north. Mr. Ray
uolds was in El Paso when informed
of his brother's death, and Is now hur
rying to attend the funeral.
O. I Hovey, deputy sheriff of San
doval county, was in tho city yester
day from Bernalillo. He states that
as yet no trace of tho forger who
made his escape from the official bas-tilsome days ago, by digging through
tho walls, has been obtained.
B. A. Sleyster, the insurance agent,
received a telegram yesterday from
Mrs. Sleyster, who, with her daughter,
has been visiting three months with
friends and relatives In Florida, saying that she would leave there last
night for home. The Journey from
Florida hero consumes about six days.
It is rumored here today that Governor Hagerman has asked for the
resignation of Hon. Eugenio Romero,
Sisti-rs-

LUMBER

CEMENT
DOORS
GLASS

SASH

REX FLINTKOTE PAINT
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albupuerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

lTTnmmm
.J

Jv1111

y
1

1

-

Albuquerque, N.

FIRST DISPLAY
O F
K

GOLD COIN
FLOUR,
oooc r

Til

Notlcs to Property Owners.
The law makes it t lie duty of every
person, firm or corporation owning
or having any interest In real estate
or other property on the first day ef
March, to Bee that such iirnnertv la
properly listed for taxation on the
assessment, rolls. Property returns
are now being received n't the assessor's office. In the court house
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor.

all the very new styles
and patterns of a season, which before Its
end, bids fair to eclipse all others In the
way of novelties
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of style Is
decidedly different from anything previously shown. Coats are cut full with the length 3
to four Inches longer than last season's garments. Pants are full hlped; Vests with or
without collar
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of color
Is decidedly grey; different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey - BRINGING FORTH

USE- -

COLD COIN
FLOUR.

M.

TICKETS
AND

Spring' &uits $10. to $30

SOLO

fcOUGHT.
EXCHANGED

SIMON OTERN
laaaaaanmameMaaam

Efca

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
We Invite

Subscribe for tbe Citizen and Get the News

HEAR
THE
BOYS MONDAY

NATIVE
KAFFIR
NIGHT,
AT THE
METHODIST CHURCH. THE COM
PANY OF SEVEN IN NATIVE
COS

TUME.

ORIOLE

Three more boarders can lie ac
commodated at Mrs. Downs, DOfi South

GOLD

COIN FLOUR

Arno.

ORIOLE
MA RLE

THIS FLOUR HAS BEEN .SOLD
FREE DANCE AT CASINO HALL (
TONIGHT. ALL IT COSTS YOU FOR TWENTY YEARS IN ALBUIS CAR FARE.
MUSIC BY THE QUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET
MEXICAN ORCHESTRA.

GOODS

ARE

ZZ5&

I

KSfcSf'L

THE

BEST

II Absolutely

PURE
MAPLE

SYRUP 1

TODAY.

TOE GUM. AT RUPPE'S.
THE BEST SUNDAY
DINNERS
IN THE CITY AT ZEIGER'S RES
TAURANT, TOMORROW, FROM 12

GOLD COIN

FLOUR

TRY IT

oikooc

oooooojcoooo
THE BIRDSELL WAGON

1

"THE WORLD'S BEST."

2

,

COLD COIN
FLOUR.

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

KXXXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOOOOOOO

GENTLEMtM
Order your suit now for "Easter,"
and be well dressed. You know our
reputation. Best workmanship, latest
styles, and lowest prices.
Eighteen
hundred new samples to select from.
ATTENTION

Nettleton Tailoring
114

113-115-1-

17

North First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
South First Street

401-40- 3

Write for Wholesale Trices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

Ager.cy 4

The largest stock west of Kansas City.

,

South Third street.

"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
MUSCLE.
OCOCXXXDOOCOOCOOCXDOCODCOO

THE BEST MANUFACTURED

USE

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

GOLD COIN FLOUR

CCOCXX)CXXXXXOOCOCOCOCXXX

ASK MERCHANTS FOR IT

4

McINTOSHSUCCESSORS
CO.
HARDWIRE
TO

"KNOCK"
-I-

RKMBM BK
WE

CARRY

DRESS AND
FOR

WORK.

DENTS' GLOVES

R

GLOVES

NOTHING

BETTER

A-

-

i:.

"BOOST."

.1.

POST

WHOLESALE

P

HOES
RAKES

"UNCLE JOHNNY."

FOR

HANSEN'S

S

Ii

HARROWS

m
A

STIJDK1 JAKKR

S. Second

m

H9 WEST

THC

SANTA

Auto Phone,

rLORIfT
FE AVENUE.
718.

...

y a g ON8

ROSES.

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

IVES,

LINE

OF

HARDWARE

HONEYSUCKLESWE HAVE THEM.

122

FULL

BUILDERS'

IS THE TIME

TO PLANT HARDY
VINES, SHRUBS AND

RETAIL

o vs

CULTIVATORS
ROAD SCRAPERS
NOW

Ed. WASHBURN CO.

COMPANY

fc
HARDWARE

SPADES
SHOVELS

ON THE MARKET.

West Cold

CANNED

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
IS BEST FOR KEEPING HORSE OR
COW IN HEALTHY CONDITION
SLEEK AND FAT. E. W. FEE, 620
SOUTH SECOND STREET.

EVERY

to

Railroad Avemuc Clothi er

e

Diamond, Watches. Jewelry. Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

r

NEW

S P R I X G S I J IT S

'VYJCOCOCKXDCXXXXX

Buy a package of our reliable shoe
Association Office
polishes, and see what a big Improve
Transactions
ment a shine will make In the looks
Guarantied
of your shoes, besides keeping the
US W. R. R. Ave.
leather soft. Tan, chocolate, black or ROSENFIELD'S,
wnlte, 10c, l,r,c and 25c. C. May's
shoo store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

come.
Mr. and Mrs. Houghton and Miss TO 3 P. M.
Helen Houghton, who have been visitFOR SALE.
ing Mrs. C. Walker, Mrs. Boughton's
mother, have returned
from Eagle
Fine saloon and gambling hall in
Grove, Iowa.
Arizona. Terms, cash. See B. J.
.T. C. Hohelmer, a well known
11
school Whiteside, at Alvarado, March
teacher, of Owensboro, Ky.. la here and 12.
and will probably remain Indefinitely.
THE KAFFIR BOYS REPRESENT
l. a. Dye is showing tho gentleFOUR DISTINCT TRIBES OF AFRI
man courtesies today.
Charles Relnken, of Helen. Siopped CANS. HOW THEY WERE FOUND,
off in the city yesterday, en route THEIR MANNERS, AND CUSTOMS,
home from a visit to Chicago and IS ALL WOVEN INTO THE PRO
Wisconsin points. Mr. Relnken Is of GRAM MONDAY NIGHT.
the John Becker company at Belen.
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
R. I.. Baci
was In the city last COMPANY.
r.isiit from the Capital City for a short
lime. Mr. Baca continued on to SoTOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
corro county last night, where he goes
FREE DANCE AT CASINO HALL
on a combined business and pleasure
TONIGHT;
ALL IT COSTS
YOU
trip.
CAR
FARE. MUSIC BY THE
Mrs. Nat Green left this morning on IS
the California limited for Los An- MEXICAN ORCHESTRA.
geles, to visit relatives a few months.
DON'T
FORGET THE USUAL
Mrs. Green was born in Lns Angeles SUNDAY
AT ZEIGER'S
DINNER
and has a largo number of relatives RESTAURANT TOMORROW FROM
living there.
12 TO 3. THE BEST IN THE CITY
Jose Lucer.i was the lone occupant FOR 50 CENTS.
of the city prison last evening. He
Big Sunday dinner at tho Columbus
was arrested, charged with intoxica
Hon.
Ihis morning he was found Hotel tomorrow.
suiliy and sentenced to serve five OCXXXXJCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC
days or pay a fine of 3.
USE
Miss Charlotte O'Brien, of O'Brien

IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DEPARTMENTS IN CHARGEOF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-TIONS- .
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.

10, 1906.

THIS WKKIC

USE

lx-e-

John Pecker, of Helen, was a visitor
In the city yesterday.
meals in the city, at
Ilest
tho Columbus hotel. Family style.
Ralph Hunt Is up from El Paso, visiting his mother and sisters, of North
Fourteenth street.
Solomon
returned this
Weiller
morning on the flyer, from a goods
buying trip to New York.
Hon. Solomon Luna, who was at
Santa Fe, yesterday, on business, returned to the city last night.
A marriage license was Issued today to Emma I Randolph and Wil-be- rt
M. Walling, both of Albuquerque.
Louis McKae, one of the successful
sheep raisers on the Estancla plains,
is here today on business and pleasure.
Lr. liughlin, New Mexico mnnager
Brotherhood, re
for the Fraternal
turned this morning from a business
trip to Las Vegas.
Governor Hagerman loft Santa Fe,
yesterday, at noon, for Jtoswe.ll,
where he goes on business, and will
he absent from iho capital for a few
days.
T. A. Whitteu. formerly In business here, has returned from Ixmg
Beach. Cal. Mrs. Whit ten remains at
the roast resort for a few weeks to

MARCH
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Men'

SATURDAY,

-

PERSONAL
KAlLTOAPAVt.

CITIZEN

of Imh' Vegas, the territorial coal oil
Inspector. It Is also announced mar
the governor will ask for the- resignation of other territorial officials
who held fat offices under the Otero

LOCAL AND

Yitbl

EVENING

CARPENTER

S' TOOLS
CORRUGATED IRON
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES

215 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,
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NEW MEXICO
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